With hats on our heads and bows on our tails, the Trail wishes everyone...

Happy Holidays
(this is a bull, not a cow)
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Miki family bestows grant on Universitl
BY TONY CESARIO
News Editor

"The Miki Endowment and the
new Information Centers forward
the University's commitment topreparing students to become educated
citizens in today's global society.
We have long believed that it is
important foi our students to understand other cultures, and given our
location on the Pacific Rim, we have

President Susan Resneck Pierce
announced on Nov. 15 the receipt of
a significant gift from the family of
Takeo Miki. Mild was the prime
minister of Japan from 1974-76 and
a member of the Japanese Diet for 52
years.
"We are especially
The gift of 55 million yen, approximately $556,680, was granted
pleased that the Miki
through the Japan Foundation and
establishes the Mild Memorial EnEndowment honors
dowment Fund. The proceeds from
the endowment will be used to supthe commitment of
port an American and a Japanese
Mr. Miki and his family
Mild Scholar, a UPS student or recent graduate who will study or conto strengthening the
duct research in Japan and a Japanese student who will study at the
ties of friendship
University.
between Japan and the
"The Miki family's extensive contacts will provide unique and fruitful
United States."
opportunities forour students," Chris
Ives, Asian Studies director, said.
—President Susan
"Specifically, the Miki gift will open
Pierce
up a number of exciting doors for
our recent graduates."
The Miki family has previously developed special strength in Asian
contributed $50,000 to the Univer- S tudies," Pierce said in arecentpress
sity to begin planning the program. release.
Money from this fund was used to
"We are especially pleased that
send a delegation of professors to the Miki Endowment honors the
Japan this summer in order to begin commitment of Mr. Mild and his
work on the program.
family to strengthening the ties of
Currently, the family is support- friendship between Japan and the
ing two UPS Information Centers in United States."
Japan. The centers, one located in
The Miki family has other ties to
Tokyo and one in the Tokushima the University as well. Mrs. Kiseko
Prefecture, will serve to provide in- MikiTakahashi, theprimeminister's
formation about the University to daughter, studied at the University
prospective Japanese students and in the early 1960s. She has since
will also serve as meeting places for joined the Board of Trustees. Her
alumni living in Japan. The Mild mother, former First Lady Mrs.
family is also supporting staff for the Matsuko Mild, is an internationally
centers.
known ceramist and has taught speThe University is unique among cial summer courses at the UniverAmerican universities to have such sity, focusing on how pottery reoffices in Japan.
flects the Japanese culture.

MIKI FAMILY MEMBERS Mrs. Kiseko Miki Takahashi (far left) and Mrs. Matsuko Miki (far right) pose
with President Pierce and husband, Kenneth, in front of the library. The Miki family recently gave
the University a sizeable grant.

The Endowment will also produce other tangible outcomes. According to Pierce, the possibility of a
faculty exchange is being explored.
In addition, some of the proceeds
from the fund will be used to pur chase educational material and
books.
As the fund grows, the University
plans to increase the level of support
to various academic programs such
as Asian Studies, Japanese language
and literature and international business.
"It is exciting to think about the
range of opportunities the grant will
provide for students,"John Knutsen,
director of the Business Leadership

Program and chairman of the Miki
Scholar selection committee, said.
"The Miki grant will provide a very
long-term impacton theUniversity."
The details of the program are still
being developed, as is the criteria for
the selection process. Pierce hopes
to announce the selection criteria
soon and stressed that the exchange
is open to all students.
"Some knowledge of Japanese or
the Japanese culture could be helpful to those applying," Pierce said,
but insisted that the quality of the
students' proposals will determine
who is selected.
Opportunities for obtaining such
knowledge abound. The University

currently enrolls 50 Asian Studies
majors. More than one-third of the
University's undergraduates take one
ortwocourses in Asian Studies. Last
year, more than 200 students enrolled in Japanese language course.
The University also offers Chinese and every three years sponsors
a Pacific Rim Studies Program which
enables 30-3 5 students and one faculty member to spend nine months
studying and traveling in Asia.
Pierce anticipates that the first
PugetSoundMiki Scholarwill spend
at least part of the 1995-96 academic year in Japan, with the first
Japanese Miki Scholar attending the
University the following year.

Rosaaen resigns positions
to spend time with children
BY KEITh TIJRAUSKY
Staff Writer
On Oct. 17, Melissa Rosaaen resigned from her positions as the Assistant Director of the Honors Program and the Graduate Fellowships
Adviser. After three years holding
these offices, Rosaaen decided to
spend time at home with her 4-year
old and 9-month old children.
Rosaaen took a similar vacation after her position as the Assistant Director of the Career Services Office
at the former UPS Law School.
"There's really no interesting story
behind it," said Rosaaen with a laugh.
"I don't hate anybody here... I just
want to spend some time with my
kids."
As the Assistant Director of the
Honors Program, Rosaaen coordinated the Honors budget, social activities and "did a lot of trouble-

P,

shooting."
As Graduate Fellowship Adviser,
Rosaaen helped prospective candidates apply for scholarships such as
the Rhodes, Marshall, Fulbright and
Mellon awards.
As of yet, a replacement has not
been selected for either of her positions.
Recently, Rosaaenposted an open
letter on the VAX asking students to
send her a recommended reading
list.
In addition to reading the many
suggestions, Rosaaen hopes to use
the break to write a children's book
and possibly complete her master's
degree in counseling. Most of all,
though, she intends to spend time
with her children.
"After helping everybody else's
kids," Rosaaen said, "I'm going to
work on creating my own Rhodes
scholars from the ground up."
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Campus Music Network Cellar Concert Series will feature The Popes Dec. 1 and Joan at Home
Dec. 6. Concerts begin at 10:00 p.m.
University Band & Wind Ensemble with Robert Musser, conductor, and Angelo Manzo, tuba
soloist, will play on Friday, Dec. 2,8:00 p.m., Kilworth Chapel.
The 5th annual Mistletoast celebration occurs in the SUB on Friday, Dec. 2. In the lounge, an Art
& Crafts Fair will be held from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and photographs with Santa Claus will be
available from 3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. ASUPS Showcase presents a complementary show by The
Trenchcoats at 12:00 p.m. in the Rotunda. A buffet dinner will be offered at 7:00 p.m. in the
Rotunda, followed by free admission to big band dancing in the Great Hall from 8:00 p.m. to 11:00
p.m. with a holiday cartoon festival taking place in SUB 101 during the band's intermissions. Free
covered wagon rides with carolers from Phi Mu Alpha & Sigma Alpha Iota will also be available in
the south SUB parking lot from 3:00p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Political Economy Roundtable announces "A Conversation with James Fallows, Atlantic
Monthly editor, NPR Correspondent, and author of Loolcing at the Sun: The Rise of the New East
Asian Political and Economic System. The discussion will be Wednesday, Dec. 7,
McIntyre 107, 3:00p.m.
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Board of Trustees alters committee
structures, eliminates problems

Given unlimited money, what would you give
to the University for Christmas?
"Tudor-Gothic parking garage."
—Laura Sanford, senior
"Johnson School for Advanced Agricultural Studies."
—Eric Johnson, senior
"Intramural Happy Fun Ball Team."
—Carl Anderson, freshman
Photos unavailable

Do you know
PacieMaker?

Talk to Katie or
x3197 trail@ups

BY SARA-MICIIAELE BABIN
Contributing Editor
Changes in the Board of Trustees
Office evolved into a combination
of committees resulting in two new
organizations.
Until last year, the Board previously consisted of four separate committees. This division, however,
caused several problems. First, the
thirty-four member board had to be
spread out among all four committees, resulting in small groups.
Secondly, since the Board of Trustees runs on a tight schedule at their
meetings, it was difficult to designate time for all four committees to
meet.
Another difficulty lay in the fact
that many trustees live out of town
and could not be included if the
committees met at some other time.
As of October, the Board of Trustees combined the Finance and Building committees into one titled Finance and Facilities, staffed by Financial Vice-President Ray Bell.
"The merging of these two committees has many advantages," said
Assistant to the President AlanSmith.
"They quite often had overlapping
agendas and required each other for
budgets, endowment and management problems."
The Board has also decided to
begin a committee called Instruction
and Student Life by joining the two
separate committees of that name.
"The logic behind this combination
is that co-curriculum goes hand-inhand with instruction in order to

Congratulations to the
New Members of
Alpha Kappa Psi
Preparation from

featuring...
• 32 hours of in-class teaching
• fully proctored exam
• additional help sessions
• personalized instruction
• free application advising
• Price -- $395
Call now for more information
on the LSAT, GRE or GMAT
Next GRE Class begins February 13
Next GMAT Class begins November22
Next LSAT Classes begin December? and 8

Need cash for Christmas?
Subjects sought for
pseudo psychological
experiment.

Call x9999
for details.

Kristen Car ison
Bobh LMarco
Sean l-reston
Ann Gilmore
Meredith Lew i.s
Camile Meeks
Noe lie Nimisc
Matthew Rettig
Jennifer Wailing

HOW TO GET FREE $ FOR COLLEGE!
College Scholarships. No GPA or income requirements. At least 6 sources available to you.
$100 money back guarantee. Cost only $99..
Call 206-862-5423 for free brochure and application or write Anderson & Associates,
P0 Box 8187 Bonney Lake, WA 98390-0884

form a complete and well-rounded
education," said Smith.
This committee is headed by Dean
of Students Judith Kay and VicePresidentofAcademicsDavidPotts.
The fmal committee run by the
Board of Trustees is the Institutional
Advancement Committee, which is
recognized as a "policy fundraising
committee with equal importance."
Positive aspects of the new structure of the Board of Trustees are
plentiful. All the Board members
can now be included since three committees can be more easily arranged

at the scheduled meetings. The Board
can also get more use out of ADHOC
committees, which are nonstanding
committees that are in existence as
long as an assignment presently
needs attention.
The Board of Trustees rotate their
members every three years so that
there is constant change. "No member can get tired of a particular committee. Each member gets information on all three committees and there
are always fresh new ideas to benefit
the school as much as possible,"
Smith said.

CALL

759-571 1 And Get One of our Terrific Deals
Below Delivered in 30 Mm. or Less - In Fact,
You Could Even Call

NAI<ED.
$4.63
Med 1 Item
Pizza

LTA

it#

$5.56
Large 1 Item
Pizza

Plus
Plus
12
Free Coke
Free Coke

I

TiME

759-571 1
Open Late Every Night
24Hours on
Friday and Saturday
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Honors declines
K-Sig house
The Honors Program declined
Dean Kay's offer to move from their
current residence in Langlow House
to theKappa Sigma house onN. 13th
at the start of the 1995-96 academic
year. As a result Dean Kay is now
accepting applications from student
groups who wish to occupy the house.
In a letter sent to Dean Kay on
November 21, Honors Director
Michael Curley outlined the reasons
why the Honors Program declined
the offer. He stated that the Program
is committed to providing a freshman-only residence for Honors students, and that should the Program
move into a larger house it may have
trouble recruiting Honors freshman
without a freshman-only residence.
Curley also pointed out that such a
move would be a huge distraction in
the Program next year.
Since occupying the Langlow
house is no longer an option for the
Kappa Sigmas, the fraternity is currently considering other housing
options, such as moving into several
campus-owned houses on N. Washington, taking a floor of a residence
hail, or living in the chalets.
Applications to live in the house

on N. 13th will be screened by a
Review Board consisting of two faculty members, one student, one staff
member and a recent alumnus, and
selection will be based on the criteria listed on the application, available in the Dean of Students Office.
Applications must be submitted by 5
p.m. December 8 to the Associate
Dean of Students in A-Frame F.
—Katharine Dvorak

Fall break
extension sought
The Curriculum Committee, at the
request of the faculty Senate, is currently looking into making changes
to the Fall Schedule, specifically to
lengthen Fall Break. The Faculty
Senate raised concerns that the current fall break is too short and that
the Thanksgiving break comes too
late in the term to provide "the necessaiy respite for students and faculty." Currently, the fall term is
three class days shorter than the
spring term. It is unlikely, then, that
additional class days will be cut to
lengthen the break.
Several fall schedules are being
considered in order to incorporate a

longer fall break. One plan suggests
having classes start the Monday before Labor Day and adding the additional days to the break. Another
suggestion requires teaching on Labor Day, Thanksgiving and the day
after Thanksgiving. No decisions
have been made as of yet. The Committee is in favor of keeping the
calendar, but will send the suggestions to the Faculty Senate and leave
the fmal decision to the Senate.
—Tony Cesario

Discussions and lectures
encourage economics students
BY PAM WOOD
Staff Writer

Through discussions on research
and lectures on possible careers the
economics department hopes to increase student interest in the department.
Every third Thursday economics
students and professors meet to discuss research projects in economics.
These programs are designed to increase faculty-student contact outRetiree dies
side of the classroom.
Three "third Thursday" seminars
Anita Baisinger, a former staff
member, died Nov. 22 following a have been held this semester and the
long illness. Baisinger worked for department plans to continue them
the University from 1957 to her re- next semester. In these discussions,
tirement in 1985. She worked in faculty and students present an asseveral offices, the last being the pect of their current, or past, reSchool of Business and Public Ad- search projects.
In a November seminar, two stuministration. Baisinger's husband,
dents,
Joel Molander and Tim
professor emeritus Bur Baisinger,
also worked for the University, hav- Haugaard, presented research titled
ing retired from the Communication "The Political Realities of Economic
and Theater Arts Department. Me- Research."
Other topics have included "Susmorial services were held on Nov.
27; however, cards and expressions tainable Fisheries" by ProfessorHart
of condolences may be sent to the Hedger and a combined research
Baisingerhomeat 1014NorthUnion, effort by Professor Kate Stirling and
student Jeremy Soine about "Child
Tacoma, 98406.
—Tony Cesarlo Support in Washington."

The department also plans two or
three lectures each semester for economics majors to increase their
awareness of graduate schools and
careers. Mike Veseth, professor of
economics, is a member of the committee that brings recent alumni to
campus to meet with students. "We
want to answer the question 'where
do we go from here?" he said.
The lectures focus on how economics are used in careers. "Very
few of these students will go on to be
economists," said Veseth. The idea
is to broaden majors' knowledge of
possible careers and to meet out of
the classroom.
Guest lecturers are also vital to
giving students examples of possible career paths. P. Ross Taylor,
class of 1980, came back to campus
this month to talk about his work at
a bank in New York. His discussion
focused on how he uses economics
in his job.
Both of these programs are giving
students a chance to meet and think
about economics in an environment
other than the classroom. Veseth said
these programs "broaden student's
knowledge and provide good general discussion."

15 November through 29 November
17 November 3:00 p.m.

A student reported the theft of her unattended backpack from the
Rendezvous in the Student Union Building.
18 November 12:26 a.m.

A student reported the theft of her bicycle from the South side of
the Student Union Building. The bicycle, valued at $650.00, was
secured with a cable style lock.
20 November 10:08 p.m.

A student reported witnessing occupants of a passing vehicle cause
damage to her own vehicle while it was parked on Union Ave. The
damage was caused by a fire extinguisher that was thrown from
the passing vehicle.
21 November 5:30 p.m.

A student reported the theft of her bicycle from the Fieldhouse.
The $350.00 bicycle was secured with a cable style lock.
23 November 11:22 p.m.

[ver Get Someboo Totally wasvd!

A resident of a fraternity reported his watch and wallet stolen from
his room while he slept during the night. The room was not
secured.
23 November 1:55p.m.

lAKE filE KEYS.
CA/I A CAB
lAKE A SIANU

A Faculty member reported the theft of his briefcase from his
unlocked and unattended office in the Fieldhouse.
24 November 1:40p.m.

Security discovered several vehicles on the North end of campus
that appeared broken into. The vehicle owners that were available
were contacted.
Have a safe and relaxing semester break. Please take extra care to
secure your personal property. Unfortunately, property crimes
increase during the holiday season. Remember to contact Security
if you will be leaving a vehicle on campus over the break.
Submitted and edited by Todd A. Badham, director of Security
Services
? TOTp TJ-)\JI
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Just like speech class but with music.
Improve your public speaking skills,
be a DJ Spring Semester!

MA r

Being on the radio is more fun than a barrel of Phil Navalios
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At Theatres Soon

PRINCESS TOURS 9W

=
L
SUMMER JOBS!
DRIVER/GUIDES
WHATEVER YOUR MAJOR,
WHATEVER YOUR ASPIRATIONS
Princess Tours Is A Company That Wants
To He/f) College Students Meet Their Goals.

• No experience necessary.
• Must be 21 by May 15, 1995
• Paid training
• Earn between $5,000 - $7,000
this summer
• Experience Alaska.
Positions Available in
Anchorage, Denali National Park,
Fairbanks, Juneau, Ketchikan and Skagway.
For more information see the
Academic & Career Advising Department
A Company Representative
will be on Campus
January 17 & 18, 1995.
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CHEAP FLIGHTS,*
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+ Fly standby.
It's like camping out for concerts,
but th-e people bathe.

+
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Buy your tickets in August,
That's when airfares are lowest.
Consider reserving a vegetarian meal.
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+ Look into courier flights.
Ask what you'll be delivering. So you
don't end up in aThird World prison.

I

' + Organize a charter.
I
Bring your friends. If you have none,
i
classmates and relatives will do.
I

+ Get a Citibank Classic card.
You'll get discounts off domestic and
international* flights.
Get an ISE international Student I.D. card to qualify for international
fhahtc nd rthr trvI rIttd cvnac
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SATURDAY

•The University of Puget Sound 5th '.The University Madrigal Singers
and the Adeiphian Concert Choir
Tables abound in the SUB lounge present "A Christmas Feast to Life,
all afternoon, bleeding with nicnacs Love, and Good Health," conducted
and bicbacs. For more information, by Paul W. Schultz, at 8:00 p.m. at
phone X3236.
the Mason UnitedMethodist Church.
The concert is also presented on
•A Stardust Club Christmas 1944. Dec.4 at 3:00p.m., and Dec.5 at 8:00
The chanteuse just shot her boy- p.m., both in Kilworth Chapel. Adfriend, the manager just fired the vance reservations recommended. $7
piano player, the cook quit, and the general; $5 students. Phone 756roof is leaking. Presented at The 3329 for more information.
Washington Center For The Performing Arts. Olympia. Dec.1, 2, 3 at •Tacoma Young Artists Concert,
8:00 p.m., Dec.4 at 2 p.m. Tickets presented by the Tacoma Youth
Symphony Association. Rialto The$11-15. Phone 753-8586.
ater, 7:30 p.m. Tickets: $7 balcony
seating; main floor by donation.
Phone 591-5894 for tickets.

•The University Chorale, con-

Annual Arts and Crafts Fair.

2

1RIDAY

•The University Band and Wind
Ensemble presents a concert featur-

ing tuba soloist Angelo Manzo, conductor Robert Musser. Kilworth
Chapel. 8:00p.m. FREE.

•Holiday Baroque Concert with
Seattle Symphony, presented by

Tacoma Philharmonic. Pre-concert
lecture at 7:00 p.m. Music begins at
8:00 p.m. Pantages Theater. Tickets
$1031, plus $6 day of show for
students and seniors. Phone 2720809.
•Messiah. Handel's traditional
Christmas remembrance of the S avior. Presented by Masterworks Choral Ensemble. Dec.3 at 8p.m., Dec.4
at 2p.m. Tickets $12 adult, $6 student. The Washington Center for
Performing Arts.. Phone753-8586.

great
LSAJT
scores...
get a

higher score

KAPLAN

•Seven Centuries of Music for
Advent and Christmas. 13th-20th

TUESDAY

ductedby Rich Nace, presents Daniel
Pinkham's "Christmas Cantata with
brass choir," and the Dorian Singers
present Benjamin Britten's "A Ceremony of Carols," op.28 for treble
voices and piano, at 8:00 p.m. in
Kilworth Chapel. FREE.

century sacred and secular carols for
the season; featuring Northwest composers. University Lutheran Church,
1604 NE 50th, Seattle. 8 p.m. $8
students.

Weekly Events
Film:

9

FRIDAY

•The Nutcracker. Local perform-

ers engage in a mystical journey
through ballet. Presented by Ballet
Northwest. Dec.9,10,15,16,17 at 8
p.m., Dec.10,11,17,18 at 2p.m. The
Washington Center for Performing
Arts. Phone 753-8586.
•A Christmas Carol, presented by
the Tacoma Actors Guild. Theater
on the Square. Phone 272-2145 for
tickets and specific times.

RIALTO FILM GUILD, 310
S.9th. 591-5894. $5. Times Vary.
Call for more information and
current films.
The New Age

BLUE MOUSE THEATRE, 2611
N.Proctor. 752-9500. $2 student.
veningshows (6:30p.m.m:30p.m.)
& Sat/Sun/Wed Matinees.
CAMPUS FILMS,Mclntyre003.
$1 with student I.D. Friday & Saturday 7 & 9:30 p.m.; Sunday 6 & 8:30
p.m.
Speed.

Music:

10 SATURDAY
•Norweigen Youth Choir of

Tacoma sing heartily at the Rialto
Theater, 7:30 p.m. Phone 922-5591
for ticket prices.

ANTIQUE SANDWICH COMPANY, 51st & Pearl St. 752-4069.
-Tuesdays: Acoustic music-folk,
blues, classical & jazz—open mic
night. 8-11 p.m. $2.
-Sundays: "Classical Sundays."
All concerts start at 3:00p.m. Various artists performing. Donations
warmly accepted.

EE

0

Ongoing Events
Art Exhibitions:
KITTREDGE GALLERY on
campus. 10-4 p.m. M-F; 1-4 p.m.
Sundays. FREE.
Dec.i-Dec.16: The gallery presents art work by Puget Sound students. Exhibition Extrodinaire.
TACOMA ARTMUSEUM, 1123
Pacific Aveune. 272-4258. $143.
Times vary.
Tuesdays are free.
Nov. 15-Feb.5: "The Prints of
Daumier."
Dec. 17-Feb.26: "Fallen Timber."
SEATTLE ART MUSEUM, 100
UniversityStreet. 10-5 p.m. Tues.Sun.; 10-9 p.m.Thurs. 654-3100.
Oct. 1-Jan.8: "Documents Northwest: The Poncho Series: Nature
Studies."

Ticket Available--$40
Call Mike 552-4454
FOR SALE:

call: 1-800-KAP-TEST for
classes on campus at UPS

1 Sonics Season Ticket,
Center Court, 10 rows
from floor. Face value
$60/game. Will sell $40/
game or best offer.
Call David (206) 548-0363.

GET YOUR PARENTS
REALLY STEAMED

CHRISTMAS CASH?

IN OUR HOT TUB.
LEARN TO SCUBA DIVE FOR

FREE

Find out how you can take part in this great
offer. And you can receive
college credit at the same time.

Bed & Breakfast
3312 N. Union Ave.
752-8175

4TH AVENUE TAVERN, 210 E.
Fourth, Olympia.
-Sundays:"Olympia Unplugged."
Live Music Society open mic night.
7 p.m.

Rolling Stones Concert
December 15 in the
Kingdome

RE

COMMENCEMENT BAY

BORDERS BOOKS & MUSIC,
2508 South 38th St. 473-9111.
-Fridays: open mic. Various
sounds—pop, rock, folk. FREE. 810p.m.

'

We also have the best deals
on scuba gear purchases.
Call for details:

Lake wood Scuba
9109 Veterans Dr. SW
588-8368

We buy used Air Jordans
85-9 1 editions and late
70s and early 80s NIKE
running shoes.
Pay up to $200.
1 -800-873-3538 ext. 3
IESEARCH U'JFORMAllON
Largest Library of information in U.s..
all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD

Ii!è 800351-0222
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Informalon
1 l322ldaho Ave., # 206A, Los Angetes, CA 90025
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I2endezvtus in the black We ti time and muley

Whfat exactly ijue tne pleitsures cl
Cur ciimpus viciec-adme pithice'?
BY KEITH TURAUSKY
Staff Writer
The Rendezvous. Maybe you
know where it is. Maybe you've
been there. Maybe you're even a
"regular." Me, I was just a crack
reporter on assignment from the
Trail. We had noticed a lot of people
going into this entertainment center
across the hail from the Trail office,
but we just couldn't explaincouldn't understand—the appeal.
I went in. A smattering of pinball
machines and arcade games lined
the far wall. Half a dozen ruffians
played dirty pool. Ingenious checkers/ chess/ backgammon tables sat
next to a surprisingly uncomfortable
sofa. And an enormous tacky mirror
showed me what I would look like if
I was put through a salad shooter.
I looked around for a while, then
shouted out "Can somebody please
tell me why people come here?"
The pooi players stared at me. "To
waste time," one of them said. In an
instant, I realized the appeal of the
Rendezvous to the students of UPS.
I decided to give it a whirl. Road
Drivin', a sit-down driving game,
jumped out at me. I don't have a car
here, so I figured this would be the
best way to practice my decaying
driving skills. Wrong. My car
swerved all over the road and eventually flipped over an overpass,
crashed into the ground, and exploded in a ball of flame.
Next to me, a sprightly young lad

shouted"Die, motherfucker, die!" at
an inanimate video screen. His
Double Mortally Kombatting Street
Fighter Dragon character was evidently getting destroyed by the enemies in the game. As his character
got its spine ripped out and thrown to
the floor, I discovered that UPS students go to the Rendezvous not just

And an
enormous,
tacky mirror
showed me
what I would
look like if I was
put thrcuh a
salad shooter.
to waste time, but also to waste
money. What a good idea!
I was getting hooked. I put 50
more cents into Road Drivin', hoping my luck would improve. Instead,
I hit a semi head-on at 90 mph.
Having spent a whole dollar just to
explode, I decided it was time for
less frivol and more serious report-

0
0

TIME FOR POOL. The pool tables in the Rendezvous are often occupied by students taking a quick
study break. For a mere $.50 the tables may be rented for a half an hour.

ing.
I asked the video-game-player
what exactly was so great about this
place. He pointed ominously at a
large machine between the video
game arrays. It was a change machine,
"I get my dollar bills turned into
laundry quarters here," he said. I
was about to tell him what a good
idea that was when he plopped a

quarter into a pinball machine, got
the ball stuck at the top, and began
furiously pounding the sides of the
machine. The LED screen screamed
"TILT!"
"OK,"hesaid, andpromptly tilted
the machine about 15 degrees. Then
he put in another quarter.
I walked over to the Salad Shooter
Mirror and sat down on the couch. It
was much less comfortable than it

looked. What was it about this place?
Time and money are two of the most
precious resources a college student
has, and yet many of them very eagerly waste both in the Rendezvous.
As the student made extra sure that
his laundry would stay dirty for
weeks to come, I pondered a great
many things. And I decided that
maybe if I tried it just one more time,
my car wouldn't explode.

A night at the one acts:
UPS' mini theatre festival
BY SUNDOWN STAUFFER
Staff Writer

overhaul; not bad I say. But cornpared to what was to come, I felt the
play a bit of a downer as the opening;
The Directing I One Acts are al- it was pretty intellectual and tedious
ways a circus. Always, there's some- at times, dreary European art-angst.
thing inventive, often you'll see Still, it was well-machined, interestshocking breakthroughs of talent. ing stuff about art's destructive
Nothing's perfect; there are always power; kudos 'n' all that.
missed cues, sloppy diction, prop
The Ugly Duckling was punchy
mishaps; no different this year. There and droll, an exagerrated role-reverwas a nice mix of material this year. sal knee-slapper that bordered on
Most of the one acts had a comedic cornmedia deil'arte. Every characedge to them. Black Comedy (di- ter was a caricature of themselves.
rected by Kristina Schuize) was the Ryan Ward was a hoot as the King,
guts-out wildest comedic venture, and Summer Brabander (the Chanthough the comedy was more slap- cellor) and Heather Brumfield
stick and banter than evil-death-ra- (Ducibella) were knockouts. The
zor black comedy. The Fairy Gar- entire cast maintained the
den, (dir. Jenni Newton), and The exageration and hyperbole, although
Ugly Duckling (dir. Brenda Lara Ramsey (so cute!) and Steven
Sturgeleski) were charming, charm- Moore were approprately subdued
ing romantic comedies. The Roots of as the Princess and Prince.
Chaos, (dir. Elizabeth Villalobos)
Now Peter Shaffer's Black Comwas tragicomic, and opening act edy was my favorite. Wotta smash!
Wormwood (dir. Linnea Wolters) Aitor Baraibar flew around the stage
was an erudite and serious drama, in hyperspeed; the whole cast was
that rounds out the set.
charged up. The cast & crew's theWormwood made a fairly dynamic ater expertise really shone through.
opening, crunching out a sweet ten- It was a real dream-cum-true for the
sion between the three female leads theatre lover who's spent some time
(Erika Garlitz, Jocelyn Roberts and on the inside. Oh, the blocking, the
Inga Hanson). At Toby Maheras' dialogue, the light cues; wow! It was
entrance, the play went through an one of the tightest and most ener-
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Life with the Cernikowski family: The Roofs ofChaos, directed by Elizabeth Villalobos, starred
Gemma Roskam, Rigel Ross, Adrienne Well and Chris Martin.

getic productions I've seen in a long bology. Eerie-funny-scary; but it was looked, just listening to his charmtime. Guess I'm gushing but it was a tall order for the cast, who seemed to ing blathering banter, thinking how
really that good. Here's a small criti- be struggling. It was defmitely sue- perfect the stage, actors, and diacism. Josh Bickle's straight man role cessful in parts, and it did have my logue were, how the dialogue was
Schuppanzigh was a riot, but the favorite line of the evening, "I'm go- sparkling, witty, and perfectly delivSigmund Freud voice could have ing to stop wearing underwear— OK?" ered. It went off very well. Jay Banks
stood some more enunciation. No
Finally, the light-hearted Fairy did a strip routine that was rad! Oh
Garden. I hope director Jenni New- sure, much of the play was -quite
real harm though.
We had intermission. Then we ton doesn't think I'm being conde- contrived, but the acting was so onhad The Root of Chaos. It started out scending when I say, the first thing I point, the dedication so real, that it
well with Wayne Storer's narration- noticed about the production was worked, and worked fabulously. All
sort of an Our Town inversion, but how tasteful the costumes were. the actors have my congratulations
I'm afraid it declined from there. A Drew Dover (Mimi) was simply to for their tight performances.
dragging pace was the real killer, die for in his well-cut trousers, handOverall, a great smorgasbord of
The play really interested me as a some cream-colored shirt and his stuff; a mini-festival all in its own.
piece of literature; I dug the souped- hairy forearms. Whatstyle and class! Good stuff this year; Jean remember
up American gothic and the existen- During the first ten minutes, I only a number of less memorable productial goofery with big American sym- paid attention to how Doug Flynn tions. It was pretty dam snazzy.
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Charles Dickens is one of the most beloved writers of all time. Author of
classics like Oliver Twist, David Copperfield and the seasonal favorite, A
Christmas Carol, Dickens was one of the most prolific writers of the
Victorian age.
Because of his mass popularity and the sentimentality of some of his
themes, Dickens' fine social criticism is often overlooked. Dickens was a
fierce critic of industrialization as can be seen in Hard Times, Bleak House
and Little Dorrit. He was also a gifted comic writer, had a great ear for
dialogue and was blessed with an ability to see the world through the eyes
of a child and describe it in vivid detail.
Dickens was born in 1812 in Portsea, England. His family was often in
debt. An eleven-year old Charles was sent to work in a blacking warehouse
to help the family with his earnings of six shillings a week. Eventually,
Dickens' father was jailed for unpaid debts. All of the family joined John
Dickens in Marshalsea Prison except Charles, who continued to live and
work alone in the wilds of London, often without enough to eat, for three
months.
Late in his teens, Dickens returned to school, worked as a reporter and
broke into the world of fiction with the Pickwick Papers in 1836.
Dickens married Catherine Hogarth shortly thereafter and the couple
produced ten children. Yet, in the throws of a mid-life crisis, Dickens
separated from Catherine in 1858, maintaining a separate house from his
family, where he lived and carried on an affair with the actress Ellen
Ternan. Speculation still continues as to whether this relationship was
sexual or not.
Dickens died in June of 1870 from a stroke.
—Sara Freeman

The Professional
Luc Besson
BYJENNIFERWONG
Layout Editor
•The main problem with The Professional isn't in plot, acting or cinematography. The problem is that
drug-underworld-seedy-nightlifedirty-cop movies, which have appeared in alarming proliferation this
year, are getting old ... to say the least.
Some critics have jumped to the
defense of The Professional; they
feel it was unfortunate to release this
movie a month after Pulp Fiction, a
far superior performance on all levels, but in the same genre. Doubtless, The Professional has suffered
from the comparison; but it probably
wouldn't have been an award-winner anyway.
French director Luc Besson wrote
and directed the film, which takes
place in Manhattan (though many of
the interior scenes were filmed in
Paris studios). The hero is Leon,
played by Jean Reno, a French actor
who is supposed to be an Italian
immigrant. Besson probably thinks
that we dumb Americans can't tell
the difference between all those European accents, which is reminiscent of Gerard Depardieu tiying to
pass off his thick French accent as
Spanish in the 1492 fiasco. Fortunately, Reno is much more comprehensible than Depardieu, though his
lines are mostly monosyllabic.
Leon is the title hero, a dangerous
hitman who is lonely, isolated and

"The scene was a plain, bare, monotonous vault of a school-room,
and the speaker's square forefinger
emphasized his observations by usderscoring every sentence with a
line on the schoolmaster's sleeve.
The emphasis was helped by the
speaker's square wall of a forehead, which had his eyebrows for
its base, while his eyes found commodious cellarage in two dark
caves, overshadowed by the
wall ... The emphasis was helped
by the speaker's hair which bristled
on the skirts of his bald head, a
plantation of firs to keep the wind
from its shining surface, all covered with knobs, like the crust of a
plum pie, as if the head had scarcely
warehouse room for the hard facts
stored inside...
'In this life, we want nothing but
Facts, sir; nothing but Facts!
—Hard Times
"God bless us, every one."
—Tiny Tim mA ChristmasCarol

Hoop Dreams
James, Marx, Gilbert

illiterate. He carries around a lot of
guns in a suitcase and gets paid to
kill various members of the drug
mob ("cleaning," as he calls it). His
only outlet for affection is a
houseplant, which he tends with
touching care. But when a little girl
in the apartment next to him comes
to him for help, his life changes.

Hoop Dreams is
just as much an
examination of life
in the projects as of
basketball.
Matilda (Natalie Poriman) isprobably about thirteen. Her family has
been killed by scary drug men. She
wants to learn the "cleaning" trade
from Leon so she can avenge her
four-year-old brother. She doesn't
want to avenge therestofherfamily,
because she hates them. Interestingly, Matilda is the sane age that
Claudia was in (the film) Interview
with a Vampire. But Matilda is
much more mature and tuned in to
the world than Claudia ever was,
even before turning into a vampire.
Clearly, these older men (Neil Jordan and Besson) have differing views
on what a twelve-year-old girl exactly is.
Well, you can probably guess the
rest from here. Much bonding oc-

curs between Matilda and Leon, as
he teaches her how to use the guns
and care for his plant. Matilda tracks
down the evil man who killed her
family (Gary Oldman), who is, of
course, a DEA officer. (Of course,
the entire DEA is corrupt. Who
would dare suggest otherwise?)
Gary Oldman, the only reason I
bothered to see this film, is competent, if a tad melodramatic, in an
extremely one-dimensional role. He
is the villain, bad in every way, abusing his power as a DEA officer, blah,
blah, blah. It's so formula it's sick.
As a whole, the film lacks coherence and cohesion. In some parts it
is comedy, in others it is satire, in
others it is a sensitive and thoughtful
drama; in all, it is utterly formula and
unrealistic. Corrupt federal officers? Sensitive criminals? Sexy
young girls? Men with big, big guns
shooting each other over suitcases
full of cocaine? All in a day's work,
it would seem, from the number of
movies made with these elements as
the primary basis for the plot. Personally, I wouldn't mind seeing a
movie with a "good" cop as the protagonist every now and then. I am
convinced that they exist.
But the main annoyance in the
film is its self-confident assumption
that everyone finds large guns and
the drug underworld interesting. It
is a testosterone-filled two hours of
male fantasy: simply owning that
suitcase full of guns and having the

Living in Oblivion

Veruca Salt
American Thighs

BY MICHAEL COLE
Music Reviewer

Charles IDickens

Various Artists

•It seems to me that there is only
one reason to produce collections of
80's music: nostalgia. The fourth
Living in Oblivion release does not
much succeed at this goal. Mining
bands like Wang Chung ("Dance
Hall Days"), The Fixx ("One thing
Leads to Another"), Spandau Ballet
("True"), General Public ("Tenderness") and Dexy's Midnight Runners ("Come On Eileen"), Living in
Oblivion does deliver somewhat, but
the overall effort is diminished by
such absolute unknowns as Red Box,
Scarlett & Black, Strawberry
Switchblade and Wide Boy Awake.
I'd never heard of eight of the bands
on this CD. Another part of the problemis thatagood7of the disc's 19
tracks were never released in the US.
Living in Oblivion is further hurt by
not so well chosen tracks by the big
name bands - "Sister of Mercy" by
the Thompson Twins, anyone? How
about "Shock" by the Motels? Including "Mexican Radio" by Wall
of Voodoo doesn't help, since that
song can be found on nearly every
other 80's collection around. The
only tracks that stand out as good
songs that are hard to fmd elsewhere
are Burning Sensations' "Belly of
the Whale" and "Digging Your
justification to use them indiscriminately probably really turns some
people on. Adding in a young, already leggy girl, lying on a bed with
her legs spread saying "I think I love
you" probably makes the $7 ticket
worth it, for some.
•By theendofthe three hour documentaiy Hoop Dreams, which has
received rave reviews across the
country, you will be convinced that
very little is going right in the world.
But it is a fascinating examination of
a mindset and a lifestyle that are
probably entirely foreign to most
people on this campus.
Steve James, Fred Marx andPeter
Gilbert tracked two young black
males from the eighth grade until
their high school graduation in 1991.
Arthur Agee and William Gates are
both from the Chicago projects and
both dream of being the next Isaiah
Thomas. Gates and Agee are recruited by a scout who gets them
partial scholarships to the private St.
Joseph High School. The events of
the next four years change the dreams
and prospects of both.
James, Marx and Gilbert show a
comprehensive picture of the situations and influences surrounding
Gates and Agee. Though in similar
financial straits, the two have very
different personalities, and this partially dictates their futures. In addition, the vicissitudes of the game of
basketball create a fascinating irony
at the end of the film that almost
seems deliberate, though the filmmakers could not have predicted it
when choosing the boys they were
going to track.

Scene" by The Blow Monkeys,making this Living in Oblivion really not
worth your time or money.

It seems to me that
there is only one
reason to produce
collections of 80 7 s
music: nostalgia.
•As near as I can tell, Veruca Salt
is the female-led equivalent of Stone
Temple Pilots. That's not to say that
the band are poseurs or make bad
music, but that while their sound is
not entirely new and their lyrics are
not particularly brilliant, they still
make OK, even occasionally good,
music. American Thighs does a good
job of blending the sounds of people
like the Breeders and Juliana Hatfield
into something listenable and even
pleasant, but not at all original (and
isn'toriginality theholy grail of indie
rock?).
The first single, "Seether", which
has gotten lots of play on KNDD, is
a good example. I'll start with some
lyrics: "I try to rock her in my cradle
see MUSIC page 11

The filmisjust asmuch anexamination of life in the projects as of
basketball. Agee'smotheris a single
parentraising two (orpossibly three)
males who think, eat, sleep and
dreamprobasketball. Gates' mother
is still married, but her husband cccasionally beats her, leaves her, gets
thrown in prison and experiences
religious conversions. She is trying
to raise a large family on welfare.
In addition,James, Marx and Gilbert interview collegebasketball recruiters, sportsreporters, high school
coaches and anyone else who affects the lives of Agee and Gates
(including names like Spike Lee and
Dick Vitale). In one particularly
horrifying scene, an accounts man at
St. JosephHigh School condescends
to Agee's family, who sacrifice over
half their monthly income to get the
school torelease Arthur's transcripts.
The filinmaking is of the highest
quality: the makers carefully select
images and details that will contribute to an in-depth, comprehensive
study of the two young men. Though
three hours long, the pacing is quick
and intense, and by the end of the
film you've forgotten that you're not
watching a predictable Hollywood
plot: you can't predict what games
will be won if Agee and Gates will
succeed.
However, if you happen to be a
coach of a basketball team of about
thirty obnoxious boys of ages 10-12,
I would suggest NOT taking your
entire team to see it, especially at an
8:15 showing. I have first-hand experience that the team will NOT
appreciate it.
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Bookclubs are nifty leisure time options...

Dorothy Parker:
What F'resh Hell Is
This?

-•••

Folklore and Mythology Book Club
tackles the Epic of Gilgarnesh
BY ZOE GOLLOGLY
A&E Assistant

sons
excess time. Now, however, book clubs are accessible to
any interested, literate person.
Which is how the members of the
Foildore and Mythology Book Club
approach discussion.
The Folklore and Mythology
Book Club is made up of an interesting group of people, including
an ex-UPS professor (David
Gilmore), a freelance writer and
various others. As a result, backgrounds for reading literature and
understanding literary context are
scattered. Mr. Gilmore used to
-

As I was listening to the radio the
other morning, hurriedly slamming
a mug of coffee, I heard Bob
Edwards scream "Americans do not
understand leisure time."
I suppose in many ways this statement is true. It is, after all, a leading
topic for pop-pscychology media's
agenda. With 30 percent of Americans commuting two to three hours
a day, time has become one of the
most valuable commodities around.
Almost every Bookstore is overstocked with hundreds of self-help
meditation books, or tapes claiming subliminal messages via gurgling brooks and swooshing waterfalls. RELAX. That's it. But wait,
make sure to use your time (leisure
or not) wisely. It is not as easy as it
sounds.
The '80s coined the familiar
phrase "quality time," the aspiredto theme for most American families. Quality time automatically distinguishes itself from normal time.
That is, the word time seems to
contain double meaning: useful or
wasteful. The underlying message
is activity, purpose and gain. Take
the stairmasters in Warner gym for
example, used as both exercise
machine and study carroll. Students appear to actually study while
cramming in some exercise. Now
that's useful time. These are the
attitudes that layer Americans in
the time-crunch cycle.
Which brings me to book clubs
and their renewed popularity: a
hopeful indication of useful time.
Years ago, this type of hobby was
popular among only the intellectual or elite classes for obvious rea-

C

Almost every Bookstore is overstocked with hundreds of self-help
meditation books,
or tapes claiming
subliminal messages via gurgling
brooks and
swooshing waterfalls. RELAX.
teach classics at UPS and PLU
thus he is obviously well versed in
classic texts. On the opposite end
are those who have almost no reading experience, but go to simply
listen.
One member came over to me
during a coffee break. I asked him
how he felt about the Book Club.

-

t wi g

He replied that it is the only time he
is able discuss literature; it isn't a
matter of participation, but exposure. "It is," he carefully said, "One
of the best ways to spend my free
time."
The Folklore and Mythology
Book club was founded about one
and a half years ago because of
Hadrien, the founder of the club,
had an inspiration to bring new
interest groups to Tacoma. Hadrien
had recently moved from Seattle
and noticed a gap in Tacoma's literary offerings. He decided it would
be a good way to meet people and
simply made a few arrangements.
For the first year the group studied Joseph Campbell's "Transformation of Myth Through Time,"
by watching and discussing the PBS
series. They have now moved on to
actual text, beginning with the epic
of Gilgamesh, a natural introductory piece because of its universal
themes: death, life and consciousness. The club reads one text per
month, with one two-hour meeting
for discussion. If needed, discussion period is extended according
to interest level and controversy.
The Book Club stimulates a true
dialogue between members this
is what most of my classes aim for
but rarely achieve.
The last decade has fostered a
resurgence of book clubs. Tacoma's
Borders Books and Music now offers three clubs on the topics of
romance, mystery and classics texts.
The Folklore and Mythology Book
Club may not be an indication of
how the majority of Americans are
spending their free time. It might
be a beginning though, and it does
show that more people are taking
time to think about time.
-
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Marion Meade
Penguin Books, 1987 $15.95
BY SARA FREEMAN
A&E Editor
Welcome to the dissolute, alcoholic life of Dorothy Parker.
Parker, a notorious wit, was a
founding member of the famed
Algonquin Hotel Round Table in
the '20s. Parker wrote a theatre
review column for Vanity Fair and
was a member of the first editorial
board for the New Yorker. She was
friends with LillianHeliman and F.
Scott Fitzgerald, traveled in Europe as the guest of some of the
richest socialites of her day and
was vilified by no less than Ernest
Hemingway.
Parker's volumes of poetry, including Enough Rope and Death
and Taxes, yield such light verse as
"The Flaw in Paganism:"
Drink and dance and laugh
and lie
Love the reeling midnight
through
For tomorrow we shall die
(But, alas, we never do.)
But Parker is most often remembered forher brief witticism "News
Item:"
Men seldom make passes
At girls who wear glasses.
But behind the image of 20s
speakeasies and witty-worldly-wise
writers floating on champagne
bubbles, Parker was an extraordinarily irresponsible and distressed
woman with a sharp tongue and an
uncanny knack for surviving off
the kindness of strangers.
Reading her biography is to follow a depressing, seemingly endless circle of suicide attempts,
drunkenness and escapist trips to
Europe. It is to trace the buildup of
phenomenal debt and be buried
under missed deadlines on writing
assignments.
These hallmarks of Parker's life
are only interrupted by her mid-life
marriage to Alan Campbell, a man
eleven years her junior. Parker and
Campbell passed the '30s in Hollywood as a screen-writing team,
sometimes pulling in $5,000 a week
salary. Depression? What Depression?
Indeed, there is a sense about all
of Parker's life that she lived outside the constraints of responsibility that normal people live under.
In spite of her forays into public
activism —Parker marched in protest of the Sacco and Vanzetti execution in the • 20s and was an active union organizer in Hollywood,
a supporter of the Spanish loyalist
cause and an outspoken opponent
of Hitler long before 1939—Dottie,
as her friends called her, lived in a
world with a morality entirely of
her own creation.
Chronic non-payment of rent was
routine with Parker. Suicide was
her life philosophy. Drunkenness
was her constant state.
'

Yet over and over again she was
handed second chances by friends
she betrayed, editors she foiled,
agents she cheated out of money.
Parker was a writer who hated to
write. Sitting down at her typewriter was the worst torture to her.

Welcome to the
dissolute, alcoholic
life of
Dorothy Parker.
No, no, I'm sorry. The worst torture would be having to make her
living any other way. Writing was
the second worse.
Accordingly, I found myself in
an odd state while reading this biography. Iwas fascinatedby Parker
and yet repulsed.
Certainly I relate to the fact that
writing is at once the worst pain
and the bestpleasure. Even the most
dedicated writer will procrastinate
in the face of their computer screen.
Hell, I was busily doing laundry
and ironing, and even contemplating vacuuming, before I finally
forced myself to write this review.
But I can have little respect for a
woman who never once in her seventy years of life functioned as an
independent adult, no matter how
many witty phrases she came up
with.
What Fresh Hell Is This? has
forced me to reevaluate my take on
fame and prestige. Sure, Dorothy
Parker had more money than I'll
ever have. Sure she wrote for the
New Yorker and Vanity Fair, but at
what cost? At the expense of solid,
life-long relationships? At the expense of sanity? All that for the
sake of being a crafter of little stories full of brittle dialogue and terse
epigrams? No, thank you. No
Faustian trades for me.
I don't think it was author Marion
Meade 's object to raise these questions in her readers. Instead I think
she was simply trying to capture
the glittering zeitgeist the '20s, '30s,
'40s that so defmed Parker's life
and work
for Parker's work is
extraordinarily linked to her times
and then trace the downward
spiral of the end of Parker's life.
This she did very well, capturing
the feeling of Parker's life in her
quick narrative style. But, knowingly or not, she has also written a
sort of hypothetical question to the
literary world about art and morality, the public and private life in the
twentieth century.
What Fresh Hell Is This? is a
good read: provocative and alive,
though, I must admit, it's a relief
when Parkerfinally dies. She'd been
trying to for so long.
-

-

The Bavarian
1105 Division Street
BY LEIGH-ANN SANTILL&NES
Restaurant Reviewer
On Saturday night, three of my
friends and I decided to take a trip
to Germany. I guess we were all in
the mood for Oomph-pah music
and lederhosen. But since none of
us could afford the airfare for four
to Deutchland, we decided to go to
Tacoma's own little piece of Germany, The Bavarian.
Walking in, we were greeted by,
"Do you have a reservation?" Well
no, we didn't, but we were lucky
and got seated anyway, right in the
center of the room. Our hostess was
every bit the strict German nanny
you would imagine the VonTrapp
children had before Maria came
along.
The Bavarian was nothing like
the restaurants I went to when I was
in Germany - they were very 70's
modern. The Bavarian, on the other
hand, had to be the epitome of testosterone heaven. I could not count
the number of mounted animal
heads on the wall. There was a deer
family, some falcons, and my personal favorite, a boar's head on a
panel with fake oak leaves and
acorns. The decor was much like
that of a remote cabin in the Black
Forest or something, not much light
inside but a warm glow,just enough
to see your food by. There was lots
of woodpaneling, many lamps with
more personality than Arnold the
pig on Green Acres and beer stems
galore.
The menu was equally "entertaining." I have never seen so much
cabbage mone place. Icannot bring
myself to eat cooked cabbage, so I
- had to hunt for an item without
cabbage in it, on it, or around it. It
was tough, but I did it. Schnitzel
Swiss Style was my saving grace.
If only the food had been as cool as
the decorations.
Schnitzel Swiss Style is breaded,
- fried veal with cheese sauce on it
($11.95) - just what my heart

MUSIC from page 9
I I try toknockherout/I try tocram

her back in my mouth (yeah) /can't
fight the seether / can't fight the
seether/can't seeher till I'm foaming at the mouth." What? The
Seether must be some kind of devilbaby or a really bad dog, I can't tell
which. Musically, "Seether" is
clean, somewhat heavy without
being loud, and almost catchy. Nina
Gordon and Louise Post sing in a
delicately fervent manner that can
be both endearing and annoying.
Overall it's not a bad song, but
certainly not great.
In all these ways "Seether" is
pretty much representative of all of
American l'highs. Songs like "Forsythia", "Spiderman '79", and
"Victrola" follow the same basic
formula - vulnerable vocals, loud
I soft /loud guitar patterns, airy
sound, and nonsensical lyrics. The
only song that really stands out is

needed! It also comes with a choice
of German potato salad, Germanstyle noodles or a baked potato. I
ordered the noodles with my
Schnitzel. My friends Josh and Zane
got the Bavarian cold plate, which
is all kinds of cold cuts and cheeses
and bread to put them on. It serves
two, and at $9.95, that's a decent
meal. The fmal diner of the foursome, Erich, went way overboard
and got some thing that! think was
beef with a potato dumpling and
cabbage. The name was way too
German for me to read much less

I have never seen
so much cabbage in
one place .1 cannot
bring myself to eat
cooked cabbage, so
I had to hunt for an
item without cabbage jn it, on it, or
around it,
remember.
My Schnitzel was good. Correction, the veal was great, but the
cheese sauce tasted like, as Erich so
eloquently put it, "high-class
Cheez-Whiz." Which to me was
OK, but after a while it numbed my
taste buds. The noodles were decent but they just did not do anything for me ormy meal. They were
a little on the dry side. I won't say
anything about the choice vegetable
except that I thought peas were
supposed to be green.
Trust me, for the prices the Bavarian charges - anywhere from
$8.95-$ 16.50— the quality of the
food just isn't up to snuff. The only
reason to go is if you are really into
German food or you just want an
adventure.., and a chance to see a
mounted boar's head.
"25" and only because it is nearly 8
minutes long and its "bend me /
shape me / anyway you want me"
chorus is stolen from some 60s
song whose name escapes me. This
is a trend that has got to stop. Veruca
Salt, and most other bands for that
matter, have nothing so exciting to
play that justifies this much time.
More so-so guitar solos just make
me bored, which actually keeps with
the trend of the whole album.American Thighs is competent, but ultimately unsatisfying. In spite of Spin
magazine listing it as the 8th best
record of the year, I can only recommend it to people who like
"Seether" and want more of the
same.

Seattle Asian Art Museum:
Asian visual history comes alive
BY KATEJONES AND KETIY GARMAN
Staff Writers
The newly renovated Seattle
Asian Art Museum is located in
Capital Hill's Volunteer Park. From
the outside, the building resembles
a structure from the planet
Camozotz in A Wrinkle in Time:

Twin camels frame the entryway
while black iron gates create a forbidding first impression. However,
once inside the building, a friendly
staff of volunteers welcome you,
eager to answer any questions you
may have.
The museum displays Asian artifacts from many eras and cultures. Accompanying each exhibit
are historical and religious insights
which enhance the viewer's understanding of Asian culture. The exhibits are laid out according to regions including Japan, Korea, South
Asia, China and Southeast Asia;
each region contains a variety of art
forms. The Gallery boasts a collection ranging form Japanese screen
paintings and Chinese ceramics to
sandstonefragments ofSouth Asian
sculpture.
Perhaps the best feature of

SAAM is its creative presentation
of the art. Each of its fifteen chambers have a distinct ambiance that
serve to compliment the art forms
they display. The South Asian

From the outside,
the building resembles a structure
from the planet
Camozotz in A

Wrinkle in Time:
Twin camels frame
the entryway while
black iron gates
create a forbidding
first impression.
sculpture room is elevated and imposing like the entry way to a Hindu
temple. The presentation of Chinese Buddhist Art is striking, for

from the parameters of the dimly lit
gallery emerge brightly lit images
of Buddha. The room containing
Japanese screens is startlingly
empty except for three large screen
paintings. Another room, which
includes Chinese jade ornaments
and Southeast Asian sculpture, allows natural light to illuminate the
intricate details/elaborate beauty of
the medium.
The museum also offers an educational room to encourage dynamic interaction between the
viewer and the art. A trip to the
Seattle Asian Art Museum provides
a powerful exploration through the
foreign symbolism, religious iconography and the historical evolution of Asian cultures.
Admission is $4 for students and,
as SAAM is a branch of the Seattle
Art Museum, your ticket is valid
for either museum for the next two
days. The museum is open Tuesday through Sunday 10 a.m. to 5
p.m., Thursday 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
and is closed on Mondays. The
museum maintains an Art Reference Library and will also offer
free guided tours beginning January 1995.

4AD bands: Love them always
BY TODD STARKWEATHER
Contributing Editor
4+A+D = absolutely fabulous
music. This lame equation
doesn't say enough for the British record label 4AD, run by
President/peaceful tyrant Ivo
Watts-Russell. My historical
knowledge of 4AD is limited. I
only know that since they released
Bauhaus' In the FlatFieldin 1979
they have consistently put out
the best avant-garde music in the
underground scene. Throughout
the eighties 4AD distributed distributed the musical works from
the likes of Dead Can Dance,
Cocteau Twins, Throwing Muses,
Wolfgang Press and the Pixies.
And of course, the masterful
musical experiment known as
This Mortal Coil.
So why this long expulsion on
4AD? Because! happened to witness two 4AD artists, Lisa
Germano and The Pale Saints, a
couple week back. While these
artists might not carry the same
weight and notoriety of bands the
likes of Dead Can Dance or the
Pixies, they still carry the signature brilliance of 4AD.
After mingling with the crowd,
Lisa Germano hopped up on stage
and began to play an eclectic,
eccentric brand of music, mixing
in modern, experimental themes
with touches of country folkiness.
The country folkiness might be
explained by the fact that she
hails from Bloomington, Indiana
and was once the violinist for
John Mellencamp. (Thank god
she left that job).
Touring in support of her new

Album, Geek the Girl, Germano
played a hefty portion of songs
from her recent release. She
opened with the title track, "Geek

Since 4AD released
Bauhaus' in the Flat
Field in 1979 they
have consistently
put out the best
avant-garde music
in the underground
scene.
the Girl" and proceeded to play
"Cry Wolf," "A Psychopath" and
"Cancer of Everything."
As an artist, Germano laid herself emotionally bare before her
audience. Her songs displayed
an internal passion and angst
which most artists hedge around.
Germano attacked her internal
struggles and fears with an uncompromising courage. While
not as brash and brazen as a Polly
Jean Harvey, Germano expressed herself through wispy
lyrics and sparse, spacious
sounds that elicited sympathetic
and heart-felt emotions
After Germano's emotionally
draining set, the Pale Saints could
not have offered a more glaring
contrast. While not masters of
heavy gleefulness themselves, the
Pale Saints demonstrated a different type of energy and emotion. To be honest, I was a bit

bei

reticent about seeing the Pale
Saints, since their lead man Ian
Masters left the band. Masters
wrote the majority of their songs
and engineered the Pale Saints
masterful technique for sound
dissonance. But even without
Masters, the Pale Saints proved
that they can do just fine without
their Master (pun intended).
With Masters departed, most
of their songs came from the latest album Slow Buildings. Their
newest batch of songs display
more of a straight rock/pop sound
with the dissonance and distortion moved to the background,
but the quality of the music has
not decreased. The band now revolves around the vocals and
rhythm guitars ofMeriel Barham
(and her signature short, bleach
blonde hair) and lead guitarist
Graeme Naysmith.
If Barham provided the band
with its personality and on-stage
demeanor then Naysmith provided
the musical talent. He more than
played the guitar, he meticulously
controlled it. He is the only person
I know to play the guitar by tapping the strings with his whammy
bar. The ten minutejam on "Henry"
displayed Naysmith's immense talents. Aside from "Henry," the Pale
Saints played "Suggestion," "Angel" and "One Blue Hill" off of
Slow Buildings. They also played
"BlueFlower" and"Featherframe,"
which are, in my opinion, the two
best track from their previous album, In Ribbons.

I couldn't think of a really fancy,
stylistic way to conclude this artide, so all I have to say is-4AD
bands: love them always.
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Lcft to right, sta , ling in the back: the Todds (Starkw'ather and M11k, Opinios and Combat Zouc Etor, Baihaus and Bevis and Butthcad fans, respcffve1y); Kdth Turausky, writci and man ofhafr; Courtney Ferguson,
editor ofthe large-print, senior section—Features; Katharine Dvorak, Editor In Chief, lynch pn ofthe whole organization, Honda driver; Tony "Smiles Cesarlo, Ns Editor and voted most likely to; Kirstin Daniels, Copy
Editor, K-sig undercover investigative reporter and closet Neil Diamond fan. Bottom row: Zoc Gollogy, travel writer, A&EAssistant and chronkaliylndeclsh'e;Jen "write something short and acerbic" Wong, Layout Goddess
and film criticism hegemon; Kathleen Odd, Ads and Buthiess Manager, soon to be travelling to Tahiti on her commission; David Franzen, Senior Editor and creative genius–by proxy Sundown Stauffer, co1umn1st staff
personality, "starving, hysterical, naked"; Freda Franklin, Layout Editor and off-duty paramedic; Seth Donaker, Sports Editor who took offfor Tennessee this week leaving us all In the lurch–but, hey, the buliwas his Idea.
Not pictured, but not to be mimed: Sara Freeman, A&E Editor; Elizabeth Evans, Assistant News Ed1tor, Sara Babin,Jun Kino, Greg Roseublattand Etfc Grouse, Copy Editors; and Susan Buruham, Graphics Editor. ElnarJensen
took this picture.
ltlRøtCfl b&fllCtB
74x ottotg
JRnzen
O&VId
katie OvoRali
Neus Copg Cdrcoit
Assisrwx AMC
CditOR

SenioR C&COR

It seems to be that time of the year again. That time when
all of my professors start talking of finals, the pubs start
selling their holiday beers, Christmas carols flood the
radio stations and shopping malls become treacherous,
life-threatening, sanity-bending excursions into hell.
Since I usually maintain some semblance of holiday
cheer during this time, I won't jeopardize my chances of
a merry Christmasnow. Hence, the following Christmas
wish list, simply titled,
What someone like me wants from that holiday like
Christmas
UFE SECURITY (no more of this filling out applications for every known grad school, internship, job in the
world . . . just give me a neat little life package for which
only water is required).
A DEFINITION of "Professionalism" and an objective, detailed OUTLINE of what constitutes "Journalistic Ethics" (So thatican sleep better atnight)
A STAFF who appreciates me and one that will forfeit
their stipends to their wonderful Editor-in-Chief out of
gratitude (so I can pay my car insurance, my rent, my
phone bill, my latte addiction, my trips to E9...)
TWO DOBERMANS (I've asked for this one before
and it came up against some stiff opposition. from
whom will remain anonymous ... but Tam asking again)
A FLAT IN LONDON—must be warm and cozy and
near a Tube line (so I can live the life of a Bloomsbury
writer struggling for inspiration while walking along
the Thames. Also so that I can escape the States whenever American beer, American cars and American college loans become too unbearable)

Great Grandma Franzen's Swedish Pepparkaker
A Holiday Tradition
One cup light molasses, one cup butter, one egg, one
teaspoon each of the following: ground ginger, cinriamon, almond extract, vanilla extract, and baking soda;
one half teaspoon ground çdarnom (optkmal), four
cups flour. Mix everything• in a hovl, but .idd only
enough flour so that thYdôugh ctn 1w rolled. Save the
rest of the flour to work With on th lard.::&!ll.o1It the
dough (thick if you want ti ciuik.:'et,. d ..cüt into
shapes. Decorate withugar sprii klvs it Iirtd . Bake at
350°F for eight miiiiites.

.
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ForChristmas,(
tosuggestthetwo
.
sents anyone can
or receive. These would
be, of course, atheist literature and big yellow Tonka
dump trucks. The atheist
literature will enhance any
well-rounded person's intelligence, while the Tonka
dump truckaffords one the
opportunity to say "1 have
a BIG truck." Also, forholiday vacations avoid the
Litehouse Tavern onSouth
Wenatchee Avenue.
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(ud i ' ':; me grapes. Or I
could he feeding thcm
grapes. Whatever.
3) Peter Buck's approval
of my band.
4) Official scientific
recognition of the Guitar
Pick Vortex.
5) A paycheck from the
.

Dear Santa,
I have been faithful to you
for twenty-two years. I defended you when others
didn't believe and I have
been a good girl all year
long. So, if you let me down
again this Christmas, I'm
going to kick your ass. My
wish list is fairly simple so
you should be ableto carry
through. I want some extra strength duct tape so I
can keep the driver's side
door on my car closed,
some phat hip-hop dance
moves like Casey Curtis,
and my English degree on
a platter. If you have any
questions, you can leave a
message on Brads' voice
mail for me. Thanks!
Hasta Ia vista, Kirsten
pcdA JRank(m
l..aJ0Ut editoR

Meaning of Christmas
5. An excuse to be happy
4. Giving
3. Friends and Family
2. No homework
I. Softball starts in a
month

OR

Christmas Box
A Riddle
One, Twice, Thrice and
Four
Red, Green, red, green
the quadrangle square
holds the first clue.
PhallussomethingstretcF
ing
one side is somethingmor
red, Green, red, Green
Christmastime is fire
:•

.•:

.•.••
Reach the fingei.ps g&'ntly through
feel for what is .••.
Red, Green, Red, Grn
it hurts only a little .
Holding a single prcsenl
for the first person
Red, Green, Red, Green
means something to rn€
and someone else
Remember colors
and from there letters
once the secret opens
So does my Christmas

L SrAff Scosona(

Al-iCOVCR
tony Cesaio

todd COitteR

jwjjjjn StoijççeR

Combat Zonc editOR

Staç WRiteR
A few New Year's
resolutions:
Don't look back.
Think twice about
following strange dogs
home.
Thank ASUIPS for all its
hospitality.
Always carry a lucky
chisel.
There's a million statues
waiting for your name.
Scratch the cheap stuff.
Mind your manners.
Disrespect authority.
Bestupid.
Remainanonymous.
Eat your television.
Don't trust Greek myths.
Take a hike.
End your suffering.
Stay drunk.
Burn down the school.
Burn the government.
Burn the buyers.
Burn the sellers.
Burn your friends.
Burn it all.
Burn, baby, burn.
Have a very X-mas.
Have fun
Don' L aay I (I id i •t warn
..
.wet
'iuiir evctk)v
checked bouncing bundle
of joy..
•• ••

w of my favorite Christmas memories...
istmas Eve, 1983: I was in my room listening to
hael Jackson's "Human Nature" with my fifth-grade
friend, Shandra. We hadn't consummated our relaship yet, but, boy, let me tell ya, we were two tenr-olds in heat. "Do you wanna?" I asked. "1 can't,"
ndra said. "My mom said if! lose my virginity before
13, she won't pay for my future orthodontal sur." That said, we switched gears and played a little
ey Kong Jr. on my brother's Colecovision.
ember 19, 1987: Mom and I were at the mall doing

e last-minute Christmas shopping. "What do you
t this year, son?" she asked, her tone implying
erity. "Uhh," I stammered. "How'boutaVHScopy
restlemania III?" Mom chuckled, gave me $20, and
me to meet her in the car. "Look, kid. I've gotta be
est. Your underwear collection is in sorry shape. If
ere you, I'd spend this dough on a 12-pack of Hanes
fs. But," she paused. "That's your decision." I opted
boxers. My life hasn't been the same since.
Lristmas Day, 2012: Using a mixture of Cran-Apple
e and fiberglass, I propelled myself forward in time.
at I learned simply astounded me. Apparently, in
the Antichrist has achieved world domination. To
ye one's loyalty to her (yep—her), you had to send
a holiday postcard. Someway, somehow, they found
that I hadn't sent one. I was taken to her lair in
ssels and forced to eat rotten bananas.

NewB editOR

In no particular order, I want...
1. A sensational scandal to happen on campus so that News acLually has mething to write about.
2. More prolific writers like News Pup, Mr. Turausky and Ms. Wood.
3. I'm still waiting for that very rich, very old, very sickly relative to suddenly
come into my life and then suddenly die, willing me enough money to pa' off all
ri my f our years here.
the loans I'm going to accumulate dung
4. World peace, for lack of anything more creative.
5. An assured job in my field after 1 graduate.
6. A professional massage to rid my body of that "after-finals-stress" feeling.
7. A bigger apartment, without a bigger rent payment.
8. Happiness for all those I care for. This really is a sincere wish.
9. Being the writer that I am, of course I want to see an end to censorship.
10. More time in the day would be nice, but I'm afraid that I still wouldn't have
enough free time to do all that I want to do.
J
1
ltOR

.
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CatURe8 10d1VOR

rotten holiday wishlist
cerely wish:
1. that Santa would lose his facial features in"
e freak reindeer accident and I wouldn't have to
r him "Ho, ho, ho" one more forking time.
2. that a heat-seeking missile would take down
h Limbaugh in a truly intimate and life-altering
And somehow this in turn would cause the price
ong-distance calls to dramatically decrease.
3. that Kramer, my mailman, would get his
y butt in gear. He's slower then a toad warting up
mi and trust me, that's pretty damn slow.
4. that anyone that is even remotely happy or in
way holiday-oriented gets slowly sadistically tord with a toothpick, a celery stick and a red Yugo.
5. finally, that everyone has a jolly winter sea• I hope you enjoy it while I have to touch hundreds
ople's feet and learn to be at one with myself, even
means scratching alone. Maybe I'll get a hobby...

iii'
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•
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Since I use the Trail to vent about movies, I have no qualms about using my center
spread space to vent about Christmas. Also, I just don't have the creativity to think of
a recipe (I don't cook) or rewrite Christmas lyrics.
I've heard a lot of people complaining about how commercialism has gone too far in
this season, and that the real "spirit of Christmas" no longer exists. I've heard people
bitching about the fact that people put up their lights on the day after Thanksgiving,
and that everyone wastes paper sending bulky cards to friends and family.
Personally, I don't find anything wrong with the commercialism of Christmas. I love
seeing people out on the streets and in the stores, buying presents for people they care
about (or don't care about, as the case may be). I love looking at the Christmas lights
on trees and houses, because it tells me that somebody got his or her ass off the couch
to put them up, even though it might have involved missing half an hour of television.
Even though Christmas cards involve (ack!) a lot of paper (it's recyclable, people!),
they mean that old friendsare staying in touch. The manic, hysterical shopping energy
does perhaps mean excessive commercialism, but it also translates into the fact that
people care enough about their friends and families to spend the extra time and
money, which are already too stretched for most. What's wrong with this?
People also whine about how Christmas no longer involves Christ. I think this is one
of the best things about it. Everyone can participate in the traditions of the season
without buying into religious dogma. It's no longer an exclusive religious holiday.
Sthat's my center spread rant: enjoy the Christmas season. Stop complaining for a
Be grateful that Americans are still energetic enough to put up lights and go
thopping (even if they won t vote)
l..iz Cvan
Aistôt News editoR

...k brated on December25? No one knows when Chnst was born, not even the year.
nii stake is understandable—it wasn't until around 336 A D that Roman Chnstians
first brved his birt.hdas.. Even then, they chose January 6 as the day. Late in the same century the date of
observance was switched to December 25 ... for no discernible reason. Rumor has it, the celebration of Christ's B-day
was an effort to replace the Pagan festival, Saturnalia, previously billed for the 25th of December.
Mithraism is another religion popular at the time that was also celebrated on that day. It has some remarkable
connections to Christianity in the idea of the triumph of light over dark ... that is, the triumph of Life (or, more
emphatically, LIFE).
But, then, one shouldn't think too much about the origins of Christmas ... after all, the holiday has more Christian
aspects of celebration—like bringing a tree into the house to ornament and sing around.
Whyh why iCh
It Iikhr 1w wa b it r1
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Jun Itino

çcatuRe8 Copy editoR

ilir Santa,
I'm not asking for world peace, a cure for AIDS,
a shthon to the homeless problem All I want is a
t:nthat$fer form that says, "You have been released
parole from the Virgin Vault because of good behavYou are now entitled to live in any other dorm on
I also want
y nosebleed tickets to Sonics games to inde â<iree portable telescope so that I can actually see
basketball
to know how I'm going to afford tuition next
ir ("welcome to McDonald's" is sounding better all
time)
to cancel the Urkel Unplugged commercial on
e End which is played more than any track off of the
rvana "Unplugged in New York" CD.
Jun Kino
. Can you please m&ve that mud slide on Highway 12
that I can go skiing at White Pass during the reading
nod.

Saga JReeman

AM e

editoR

Here it is, my statement on the Virgin Birth. We can see
very clearly from this lovely medieval painting (we
know it's medieval because it has that solid gold, depthdenying background) that "the Virgin" Mary was not at
all excited about giving birth to God's child. This is an
annunciation scene (notice the lillies): Gabriel is appearing to Mary and saying "Prepare you the way of the
Lord," or something like that.
Now, Mary is not playing along. Sundown says she
looks like she's about to slap the angel of the Lord.
Mary's thinking, "Ewww. Keep that long, phallic branch
away from me. I don't want the lord in my womb. I want
to stay totally away from this messy Christ thing! If I
have to be pregnant, can't I at least have sex first?"
Meanwhile, Gabriel is thinking something like,
"Goddammit, you're a sacred vessel! Shut up and stop
expressing opinions!"
So much for the bucolic way you always imagined it

would be.
In spite of the fact that I'm into revisionist myth, Christmas is one of my absolute favorite times of the year. I
love it all: trimming the tree, going to the the late night
vigil at my church, giving presents. And I'm harboring
some hope that someone will give me a supercool Christmas present this year, like paying off my student loans.
Joyeux Noel!
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Todd Hall sponsored the first Logger Day in 1963 which included
a log rolling contest held in Wallace Pool, log sawing, chopping, log throwing,
ax throwing, and tug-of-war. The last Logger Day was held in 1969.

CONNECTIONS
To the past ... to the present ... to the future
The University of

Puget Sound

Alumni Association

Women's X-Countrywins third National Championship
BY NOAH MEGOWAN
Staff Writer
The printed page can not do justice to the power of the Puget Sound
women's Cross Country team. They
are once again the NAJA National
Champions. Finishing first in '92
was unexpected yet welcomed by
the hard running Logger women,
and a repeat win in '93 was the
product of awesome performances
by the five All-Americans on that
powerful squad, but this year's victory was well earned and proved
beyond a shadow of a doubt who is
the nation's greatest women's team.
Running over the 5K and 8K
courses the Logger men and women
had good weather, cold and clear,
which is prefered among distance
runners. This year's mud was not to
be compared to the slop of years past
and gave way to fast races for both
the men and women. Simeon Sawe,
a visiting Kenyan, won the national
title as a freshman for the Lubbock
Christian men's team, whose team
victory was their fifth in a row. Leading the women's race was Can
Rampersad of Simon Fraser, but her
good perfonnance could do no more
than earn her team a second place
trophy behind the powerful team
effort of the Loggers.
Seniors Danita Erikson-Parkhurst
and Emily Kellman proved once
again that the University of Puget
Sound is the strongest and deepest
team in the NALA. Despite a strong
field of runners numbering well over
300, the Loggers managed to place
their scoring five among the top 22.
Danita Erikson-Parlthurst improved
her fourth place finish in '93 with a
third overall this year and just six
seconds behind was team captain
Emily Keliman with a powerful sixth
place finish. Both Logger seniors
will be leaving a legacy of domination for their younger teammates,
but with five outstanding freshmen
andjunior AprilPlattner coming back
to defend the title, it is a legacy that
is in good hands.
Bringing up third for the Loggers
was freshman star Beth Robbins finishing 13th overall in her first ever
national performance. Only 13 seconds behind was April Planner,

whose finishing kick swallowed up
many of her flagging opponents.
"April ran wonderfully, she just
zoomed by me in the last 50 yards,"
said teammate My Nguyen, who was
also an All-American after her 22nd
place finish.
"My and April performed like
champions and sealed the victory,"
said Coach Sam Ring. "It was closer
this year than last but thanks to strong
running all the way to the tape we
still had a pretty good margin of
victory."
Puget Sound won by 22 points
against runner up Simon Fraser and
had a large 48 point lead over third
place Hilisdale.
Sixth for the Loggers was Jennifer
Burningham with a 31st place finish
that put her just one spot away from
being an All-American. Her strong
run would have put her at the head of
most other teams in the nation.
In her first trip back to Kenosha,
freshman Andrea Boitano came
away with a 39th place finish that
proves her ability to run with the top
women in the nation.
"The difference experience makes
is unbelievable;" said Ring. "We had
three freshmen in the race, andl think
they all ran very, very well. They will
have a big advantage next year with
this experience under their belts."
Towards the end of a good season
in which the Logger men earned
rankings as high as sixth, a plague of
injuries hindered their bid for a top
finish at the national meet, but they
fought back to fmish 13th in the
nation.
"It is like any race, a few changes
here and there and we would have
finished much higher," commented
Ring. "But you can only make those
changes during the race, not after.
Considering the outside factors, I
am pleased with 13th. We ended the
season 12th in the rankings, so 13th
was not a big disappointment. We
could have finished higher, but we
will have to prove that next year."
The men were led by All-American sophomoreJon Westerman's finish of 22nd.
"I went through the uphill first mile
in 4:48, and Iwas probably in 50-60th
place. The competition was really
good," said Westennan. His race was

25 minutes of passing people.
"From the second mile on I passed
people about every four hundred
meters. And over the last mile, I
don't know what my time was, I
picked up a lot of people."
As Westerman charged the finish
line a group of runners including
arch rival Eric Gibson of Simon
Fraser passed him, but Westerman
wasn't finished yet and found another gear as he overtook them in the
last few meters.
"I'm not a runner with a blazing
kick, like Kirby Lefroy (UPS '93),
I'm more of a power runner, so when
they came up beside me, I said to
myself that I couldn't live with
myself all winter if Ilet him [Gibson]
beat me so I passed him and the
group. It felt really good."
Junior Eric Cook came
in second for Puget Sound
with his sub -26 minute
performance. After eight
months off with an injury,
Cook doubted if he would
even run this season and
didn't begin training hard
again until the end of September. But his persistent
attitude and his detemimed
racing style gave him what

it took to finish the five miles in a
quick 25:56 out kicking his nearest
opponent by less than a second.
With a knee injury that forced a
two week hiatus from running,
sophomore Greg Fox, battled back
to finish third for the Loggers in a
time of 26:28. It gave the Loggers
hope for a great team score, but
teammates Roger Bialous and
Ahman Dirks were unable to get free
of the middle of the pack and were
disappointed with their races, placing 134th and 139th in the men's
field.
"I have no excuses, I just didn't
race well," said captain Bialous.
Dirksjoked about his performance
later. "I guess you could say Ichoked,
it isn't easy running with a noose

around your neck." But his finishing
400 meters were still good enough to
overtake twenty fading opponents
and keep his time under 27:00, solid
by any standard.
After missing the flight to nationals and playing hide'and-go-seek
with the coaches in the nation's airports, freshman Doug Ryden got to
the starting line on time. His time of
27:09, though off his personal best,
was very good for a freshman with
little experience on the national level.
After a solid season, freshman
Aaron Samuelson finished 226th in
a time of 27:46 in his first ever
Kenosha championship.
The Loggers will not race during
the winter season, but will continue
to traindailyfor the '95 track season.

Informational Gathering

NEW HOUSING OPPORTUNiTY FOR STUDENTS

The Kappa Sigma fraternity will be vacating the house it currently occupies on Union Avenue at
the end of spring semester.
All groups that would like to reside at 3601 N. 13th (known simply by its University designation,
Unit E) are invited to apply. Applicants might include groups such as existing fraternities and
sororities, theme houses, clubs or organizations, or groups affiliated with University academic or
cocurricular programs. Applications are also encouraged from individuals with "good ideas" for
a living-learning center—a residence that intentionally weaves the liberal arts into the fabric of its
life—even if a roster of potential occupants is not yet available.
The Unit E facility currently has ten bedrooms, living room with fireplace, library, dining room,
kitchen, steam room, TV room, recreational room and access to University dining facilities
through the tunnels under Union Avenue.
Applications must be submitted to the Associate Dean of Students, A-Frame F, by 500p.m.
December 8th.

All applications will be screened by a Review Board which will then make a recommendation to
the Dean of Students.
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Applications are available from the Dean of Students' Office
or from Residential Programs in A-Frame F.
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Men's basketball wins home opener
BY SETH DONSKER
Sports Editor
The Puget Sound men's basketball team used a dominating team
rebounding performance to shake
off their first loss of the season and
win their home opener against
Western BaptistUniversity, 89-81.
Whitney Dixon led the Loggers
with 22 points and five rebounds,
as the Loggers overcame one of
theirpoorest shooting performances
in recent memory to preserve the
victory. Matt Droege finished with
20 points, 11 rebounds, a block and
two steals. Manny Martucci
dumped in 11 points, and Brian
Vukelich had six points and eight
rebounds. Jared Lueck came off
the bench to score nine points, and
also grabbed seven rebounds.
The Warriors stayed close however, largely due to the performance
of Brian Hills, who led all scorers
with 36 points on 13-for-26 shooting. Hills was also 8-for-14 from
the three point lire. Steve Ball had
21 points and ten rebounds for the
Warriors, and Jason Dunn had 10
points.
Puget Sound's shooting was off
from the beginning, as the normally
hot-shooting4.oggers shot just 44
percent from the field(33-for-75),
and an awful 14.3 percent from
three point range(4-for-28). They
were able to stay ahead of the Warriors due to their dominance on the
boards, however, outrebounding the
Warriors 48-43. The Warriors shot
43.5 percent. and 39.4percentfrom
three point range.
"If we had shot the ball well at
all, we would have buried them by
a whole lot," said head coach Bob
Niehi. "We just couldn't put the
ball in the hole. It happens to every
team, and whenit does, it's a coach's
nightmare."
The Loggers led 46-38 at halftime, and pulled out to leads as

MEN'S BASKETBALL continues their home winning streak with a 1 point victory over George Fox and their win over Western Baptist.
The Loggers have dominated opponents on the boards and with many fast break points.

great as 25 in the second half. The
Warriors could get no closer than
seven points in that second half,
despite the poor Logger shooting.
The Loggers stayed undefeated
at home on Tuesday with a one
Pont victory over George Fox.
Whitney Dixon leads the Loggers
with 17 points per game and Kevin
Grant leads the team in assists.

Attention,
All Freshmen,
Continuing,
and Transfer Men

If you missed Rush registration sign-up in the SUB, call
Ken Kloeppel A.S.A.P. at
752-9817 if you're still interested in participating.
There's no obligation to participate in
Fraternity Rush.
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Tuesday, November 30 through Saturday, December 3
Volleyball at National Tournament, Chatanooga Tenn.

Friday, December 2
Men's basketball vs. Pacific, Forest Grove, OR, 7:00pm

Saturday, December 3
Men's basketball vs. Western Oregon, Salem, OR, 7:00pm
Women's basketball vs. Pacific Lutheran, Memorial Fieldhouse,
7:00pm

Tuesday, December 6
Women's basketball vs. Whitworth, Spokane, 7:00pm

Wednesday, December 7
Men's basketball vs. University of Portland, Portland, 7:00pm

Congratulations to the Women's Cross-Country for being
National Champions for the third year in a row.
Good Luck to Volleyball at Nationals this week in

Women's hoops picks
upfirstwin of the season
BYJAY ARTHUR
Staff Writer

aoin us for the

The Logger women's basketball
team took part in the Montana Tech
Invitational Tournament over
Thanksgivingbreak, andcame away
with their first victory of the young
season.
The Loggers dropped their first
game there to the host, Montana
Tech, in a close 65-64 battle. Kelly
Kaiser finished with 15 points to
lead the team, while Molly Avery
had 10. Wendy Davis scored nine
points, and also grabbed eight rebounds. The contest was tight the
whole way, with the Loggers leading by just two at halftime.
On the second day of the toumarnent, the Loggers picked up their
first victory of the season, defeating Carroll College of Montana in
another close battle, 73-7 1. Davis
led all scorers with 22 points, and
also grabbed four rebounds and had
iwo steals. Davis also hit four-fore.ven from three-point land. Avery
added 13 points, four steals, and
four assists for the victorious Loggers.
In their tournament fmale, the
wheels came off for the Loggers
against Western Montana College.
Puget Sound was only able to manage 22 percent from the field, shooting a miserable 15-66, including 0for- 10 from threepointrange. Western Montana crushed the Loggers
80-39, as no Logger reached double ERIN WEISS helps bring the Logger women's
figures in scoring. Davis led the basketball team their first win of the season at the
Montana Tech invitational Tournament.
team with eight points, and Sarah
Lentz added six.
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Jestival Of&Zsoi.n~c & Carols
)

Featuring the University
Madrigal Singers
and the Adeiphian
Concert Choir
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2122 WliDRED WEST . TACO(A WA 98466

CHRISTMAS
BEER TASTING

Whis Sunday , Tecember 4th at 7:00 pm in Xihuorth Chapel

TUESDAY
NOVEMBER 29
5PM-9PM

..................................

17 XMAS BEERS

11&raamede

edtacPuutt
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LARGEST DRAUGHT SELECTION IN THE STATE
MEET THE BREWERS
Caw
PICTURES WITH SANTA
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fucking good pizza made of wholesome veggies and pork and beef products

UPS's swankiest rock venue, see this
and, no
band and other groups of deviants who play
around with electric noise makers:
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OPINIONS Readers fill space better than we do! See page 21 for more letters

letters
the
eclitor
/0

Pregnancy not a sin
Dear Trail:
I am writing in delayed response
to your article on pregnancy at UPS.
I fmd it hard to believe that any
female could paint such a negative
picture of the most beautiful process
a woman can experience. Not only
did the article make me sound like a
complete idiot, (my poor tummy,
and all the stares it must endure!), it
was degrading to women, pregnant
or not, as well as being incredibly
biased, uninformed and vexy poorly
written.
My first question: Why was I interviewed? When I was first- approached about the article I figured
that since I do seem to be the only
pregnant woman on campus, an article concerned with pregnancy on
campus might really need my input.
I hoped that the article might point
out to women students that attending
school while pregnant is a very feasible option. Needless to say, I was
sadly mistaken. My input was definitely not needed. In fact, it probably
created problems for the writers,
since my words had to be twisted
around in order to support the point
of the article? What was the point of
the article? It seemed to be something along the lines of: "We at UPS
sure are proud of our girls for not
getting themselves knocked up."
This attitude might work in a seventh grade newsletter, (or in a D.H.
Lawrence novel), but this is a university (in 1994) for adults who are
capable of making their own decisions.
I would like to address the sophomore who was quoted as saying
something like "I think people are
smart enough to go to Planned Parenthood and get some birth control."
You may as well have said, "Only
stupid people get pregnant." Pregnancy is not a matter of intelligence,
it is a matter of choice. Ihappen tobe
avery intelligent person (despite how
I was depicted in the article) who
made the very intelligent, happy decision to become a mother.
To conclude, I'd like to point out
some pretty well known facts to the
people responsible for the article:
Sex is not a sin, nor is it something to be ashamed of.
Neither is pregnancy.
Not every girl on campus is Unpregnant due to sexual abstinence or
birth control. (If you don't understand what I mean, go down to
Planned Parenthood and see what
other services they offer besides
doling out birth control to "smart
people.")

Just in case anyone's interested,
pregnancy is a happy, beautiful,
growing experience if it is the result
of informed decision making. I was
quoted as remarking on attending
school pregnant that I "wouldn't do
it again." I said this, not because of
the "physical exhaustion" or "social
stigma" supposedly involved, but
because I'd like to focus all of my
energy on the wonderful event going
on in my life and school makes that
impossible. I also said that if someone Iknew werepregnant and wanted

I hoped that the article
might point out to
women students that
attending school while
pregnant is a very feasible option.
my advice about returning to school,
I wold encourage her to do so. (This
part was conveniently left out of the
article.)
I find it ironic that a paper which
hassled its two best writers last year
for poking fun at our precious Greek
system would this year allow an uninformed, biased piece of trash like
"Pregnancy at UPS" to be printed.
You have some pretty weird standards as to what kind of people it's
appropriate to degrade.

related work (i.e. plunging toilets,
chasing mice out of dorm rooms and
picking up campus mail every morning). We do these tasks because we
are the only department which is
open 24 hours. So when people
choose to make unfounded, unsubstantiated statements such as those
made by R. William Scranton, some
of us in the office tend to take offense at it.
You may have your opinions of
Security Services, but you should
call the Tacoma Police Department
and ask their opinion of us. They
hold us in high regard because we
are professional and have a great
working relationship, which many
private security organizations cannot claim. So keep in mind R. William Scranton (and other critics of
Security), that we do our job and we
do it well regardless of what you
may think of our department.
Stuart D. Shipley
Security Services Supervisor

World AIDS Day
celebrated
To The Editor,

Today is the first celebration of
the World AIDS Day that the University of Puget Sound has participated in. World AIDS Day is inAlison Tiemey
tended to commemorate those who
have
of AIDS throughout the
Security: Doing the world.died
As a student educator of HI V/
best job we can
STD information, this day has profound meaning for me. In the past
two years, I have made several
Dear Editor:
This letter is in response to R. friends who have died of AIDS. OthWilliam Scranton's article which ers struggle daily to stay alive, often
appeared in the Trail November 11, abandoned by friends and family.
Yet somehow my friends have man1994.
We at Security Services do our aged to fmd an inner peace and harbest to prevent crimes. Patrol staff is mony amongst the chaos of doctors
on duty 24 hours-a-day, 365 days a appointments, medicine and social
year. And in the city of Tacoma, and worker visits. This is not true of all
every other city in the United States, people who die of AIDS, of course,
but it is of those I have had contact
police are always on patrol; however, crime still occurs. Just because with. I love these men, yet I never
crime occurs does not mean that want to watch anyone die of AIDS
men and women who enforce the again if possible. Ihope that, through
laws are not doing their jobs or that this letter, I am able to educate and
they are incompetent. It only means interest students of the community
about the damaging and easily ethat those men and women are human. They are not omnipresent, ventable affects of the H1V virus
which causes AIDS.
omniscient and omnipotent. EssenThis fall the World Health Orgatially they are not gods. These men
and women are out doing a job that nizationupdated the nuinberof cases
nobody else wants. And when crime of AIDS worldwide from 3,000,000
occurs the blame falls on the people in 1993 to 9,000,000. The drastic
trying their hardest to prevent it. It's leap in the statistics is due somewhat
interesting when problems arise, to under reporting by poorer nations
people are so quick to blame the of the world; but it is impossible to
enforcers of policies and laws, rather ignore the obvious increase in the
number of cases from normal data
than doing their part to help.
In our department we have a great gathering. As of June 1994,401,749
emphasis on the service aspect, while people have died of AIDS in the
not taking away from the security United States. That is nearly six times
duties. We do what we can to help as many Americans as died in the
the students, staff and faculty. Our Vietnam War.
Many of these deaths were related
job is not as glamorous as checking
I.D.'s in the Fieldhouse, however to experimentation that occurred
we take pride in our work and try to during theyoung adultyears. In other
maintain good relations within the words, most people who have died
campus community. This Security of AIDS became infected with lilY

at our age. The availability of alcohol, drugs and sex to our age bracket
confounds this statistic. Most of these
cases were preventable. People with
HIV do not walk around with large
signs or any obvious symptoms that
allows identification (thank goodness, or the discrimination would be
even more rampant). Instead, they
look like any other healthy individual. Many do not even know they
are infected. Likewise, one cannot
visibly judge whether a partner has
HIV. Caution with all partners prevents HIV.
There are three ways in which
HIV can be transmitted. First and
most common, it can be spread during vaginal, anal, or possibly oral
intercourse. Second, it can be spread
by sharing needles to inject IV drugs.
Third, it can be transmitted from a
mother to a child in the womb, during delivery, or while breastfeeding.
The first form of transmission,
and the most common among college students, is easily preventable
with a little planning, responsibility
and guts. Obviously, the only onehundred percent sure way of preventing the spread of any STD is
abstinence. It should be a legitimate
consideration for anyone concerned
with their health. Abstinence does
not have to elinii_nate sexual gratification. Massage, showering or bathing together, or mutual masturbation can be just as gratifying fonns
of sexual expression as actual intercourse.
For most college students, approximately eighty percent nation
wide, intercourse is part ofour sexual
experience. Be responsible. USE A
CONDOM OR DAM! AIDS is preventable with the proper use of such
devices. If you are unsure of what is
proper, ask a friend, a health department employee, a member of Understanding Sexuality or me. Don't
take a condom into your own hands
without knowing how to use it. Plan
ahead. Don't be shy about carrying
them, women and men. Someone
who carries condoms cares about
themselves and others. Be sure to
put them in a place they won't be
overheated or ripped. The pill does
not protect against HIV or other
STDs. The best form of prevention
is knowing your partner. Is she/he
trustworthy out of bed? Can you
compromise to go to the movies?
Can you compromise in bed? Have
you had an open conversation about
your sexual history? If you are into
"one-nighters", be sure to cany protection soyou'renot caughtoff guard.
Be honest with prospective partners.
Be brave. Demand safety in your
excursions. So often people claim
they didn't know the person well
enough to ask them to use a condom.
Well, you're sleeping with him,
aren't you? Be brave enough to insist on protection. It may save their
life, or your own.
World AIDS Day is intended to
recognize those who have died of
AIDS, but it is impossible for me to
think of those who have died without thinking of those who may in the

future. That could be you or me.
Healthy prevention is the only way
that we will be able to create an
environment that does not need to
celebrate a World AIDS Day because the disease has been eliminated. Please protect yourself and
others.
Sincerely
Jennifer Bohn

All men created
equal
To the Editor:
Call me humorless, but the article
in the Trail about hometown boyfriends by Eric Grouse offended me.
It degraded men by suggesting that
their motives at this institution and
with women is purely sexual. And it
unquestioningly degraded women.
There were two points that disturbed me. First, the attack on hometown boyfriends as "dorks" and "losers" denies their value as human
beings. If we indeed are all created
equal what gives a Logger man more
of a right to women than a sales clerk
or mechanic? The academic abilities
and achievements of Loggers will
not make the dust of our dead bodies
any different than that of a person
who does not continue their education after high school. Furthermore,
those men have just as much capac-

Logger men ARE
NOT THE
CENTER OF THE
UNiVERSE.
ity to love as any Logger man. Logger men ARE NOT THE CENTER
OF THE UNIVERSE.
Second, the article degraded
women. Women are not sex objects
here for men to "sow your wild oats."
The article implies that women
should drop everything to love a
man, especially a Logger man. As
equal (and valuable) creatures,
women needn't be at the beck and
call of what some believe are a man's
sexual rights.
I'm not saying that women should
stay with their high school boyfriends. I'm saying one should think
more about the basis of one's romantic relationships. Do you love
and respect the whole person or do
you desire the sex and the security?
I pray that women would know
they are valuable whether or not
they are in a romantic relationship,
and would love themselves enough
to evaluate their relationships carefully. I pray also for men, that they
would love women in such a way
that women would feel valued and
respected as a whole person. Make
yourselves worthy of being loved in
return.
Aghast,
Margaret Paulson
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Everyone to blame in Trail has no obligation to
health care reform failure promote campus events
loss of individual freedom of choice.
EVANS
BY LIZ

Conifibuting Editor
Health care reform was heralded
by Americans as the over-due necessity for an observably corrupt and
wasteful system. Clinton's election
two years ago was spurred by promises of health care reform and it
became one of the most visible and
influential issues surrounding
November's election. But, why, if
health care reform was so widely
recognized, was it blown apart?
The favorite answer for the violent death of health care reform
crosses party lines: it is the fault of
those in office; the Democratic party
is accused of fragmentation and detrimental self-interest as members
sought reelection; the Republican
party is charged with sabotaging proposed reforms out of callous disregard for the majority of the populaton, greedy self-interest for the ecor omics of the affluent, and a thirst
I r downfall of Clinton's populari y. The answer is accurate, as far as
i goes, on both sides of the political
ayhem. The truer answer, hower, is closer to home.
The American public refuses,with
i e obstinacy of a child, to take reonsibility for its needs and for its
Lions. A poll of 800 adult Amenns taken for TIME magazine on
ie 15-16, asked "Should the govment guarantee health care for all
iericans?" 61% answered "yes,"
% said "no." The same question,
:ed on August 4, found 77% in
or of coverage for all Americans
gative answers not available).
, demonstrating the notoriously
rt attention-span of the Amenpublic, health care became too
of an issue to settle this year and
st saw its reluctant abandonment
hrelief. Health care for all seemed
ontradiction to the ideal of freeerprise and the pursuit of selfrest. Besides, it seemed no one
ild be found to pay for such a
.tem.
l'he irony lies in the wide-spread
king of anything resembling a
ialized health care system. Apently, Americans would rather
pe with the financial toll of a wasteand corrupt system than follow
)st other industrialized countries
utilizing, what Washington's Jim
t zDermott termed, a single-payer
stem. And while the nation is
rvaded with a sense that one's
I alth care shouldn't be subject to
profit margin of an insurance
c mpany, there is reluctance to disc rd any profit-motivated system,
even for one that would prove
cheaper in the long-run.
Money talks. Perhaps the saddest
apectof the destruction of proposed
reform is that the American public
was so easily cowed by the lobbying
of the insurance industry and others
withafinancial interest in exploiting
the American pocket-book. Though
recognizing that the health care systern was not working for it, the public was swayed by stories that a
single-payer system would mean the
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It is difficult to perceive such a public as anything but gullible and naively uninformed.
Can those in elected positions be
blamed for being primarily motivated for their own reelection when
the American public repeatedly demonstrates ashortmemory andshorter
patience? Indeed, can purveyors of
insinuations and lies be faulted when
they are so quickly and unquestionably believed?
The November elections saw petulant voters, frustrated with incumbents, voting in a Republican-controlled Congress. Though whining
and hollering for health care reform,
the public has effectually guaranteed that major reform won't take
place. In Washington State, reforms
were put through more than a year
ago by Governor Lowry and Democrats in the state legislature requiring businesses to provide health care
coverage, establishing a fund for
people not covered by employers
(part-time workers, unemployed, and
those working at small companies),
and making it illegal for insurance
companies to reject people with preexisting conditions.
However, because of laws prohibiting states to require businesses
to pay for employees' health care, a
waiver is needed from the national
government. Such a waiver is essentially impossible from a Congress controlled by Republicans
...undermining reforms in Washington State.
The American public has exhibited a will for change and for widespread reform of the health care system, but its cries are those of a willful child. It would be nice to think
Senator Harris Wofford of Pennsylvania is not giving Americans
enough credit, accepting "that the
public is not ready for major reform
this year" (TIME, Sept. 19). Unfortunately, one suspects the statement
is over-generous. ..and further coddling for an audience lethally reactionary and uninformed.
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Maybe only we Trail staffmembers notice this, butmany people on this
campus have a difficult time telling the difference between news and
publicity.
We'd like to set this straight one last time, in order to answer some
hecklers snapping at our heels. News is about shakeups, changes, gains
and losses; it's about a shift in the status quo; it's about what's "new."
Sometimes our judgement may falter, but for the most part, the Trail
covers changes: committee decisions, curriculum alterations, losses of
houses, campus protests, interesting and timely speakers.
News is not about covering
every twitch oflife that may bless
I
•
ourcampusintheformofactivi-
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David Franzen
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A&E Editor
Sara Freeman
Features Editor
Courtney Ferguson

Sports Editor
Seth Donsker

Opinions Editor
Todd Starkweather

Combat Zone Editor

Stories are allotted for the interesting, the offbeat, the informative, the innovative and timely activities
and actions.We strive mightily to avoid stories that are the equivalent of
a yearly check-up: Why, yes, Virginia, the Kids Can Do program is
humming along fme this year, The Cellar is still serving pizza and Young
Life continues to sing its songs of praise in the Rotunda!
No, no, a thousand times no!
Yet, among programmers and do-gooders, there exits the perception
that the Trail is bound to cover their
events. How many glossy and upbeat press releases do we receive
weekly in this office? How many
calls do we get from organizers of
events who are certain that if we'd
just write an article about what
they're doing, it will boost attendance and make their project a success?
PUS
We have three running features
that we relegate this sort of information to: an "Open Forums and Campus Events" box in the News section, a calendar in the A&E section
and an "Upcoming Home Events"
box in the Sports section. Anything
more from us is dessert.
Furthermore, we must continue to
address one point: No, we are not "promoting" every group, idea or
organization we report on.
The Trail has no agenda to get students involved in some groups (except
our own, and we confine that to blatant pleas in the advertising section)
and shunt them away from others.
If the truth be known, we cover stories which fulfill our criteria of
"interesting, innovative and offbeat," and then we cover anything else we
have the time and staff to get to.
So, for the last time, the Trailis not a publicity machine. Most university
organizations have more than enough publicity conduits open to them.
They needn't depend on the Trail And if they want to grace our pages so
badly: buy an ad.

ews is not about

twitch of life that
may bless our camin the form of
activities put on by
various organizations and student
programs.
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Editorial Policy
The Trail is published
weekly by the Associated
Students of the University of
Puget Sound. Opinions and
advertisements do not
necessarily reflect the views
of the Associated Students,
the University or its Board of
Trustees. Staff Editorials are
the opinion of the majority of
the core staff. Articles in the
opinions section are printed
at the discretion of the
Opinions Editor and do not
necessarily reflect the views
of this newspaper.
The Trail reserves the right
not to print letters over two
hundred words and to edit
any letters printed. All letters
must have a signature and a
phone number and are due
no later than Mondays at
Noon. Anonymous letters
will not be printed.
Letters may be sent to:
The Trail, University of
Puger Sound,
1500 N. Warner, Tacoma,
WA 98416.
internet: TRAJL@ups.edu

letter
v)e
editor
Trail defended
Dear Editors,
It has come to my attention that
the Trail is once again being put
underpressure toprint "proper" news
stories in a "proper" fashion. The
Trailwas reprimanded for reporting
on events such as "The Rail" and
"Coming Out Day," among other
things. It is my understanding that
the editors of our student paper are
far too often called upon by ASUPS
and, indirectly, the administration
to dedicate reporting stories considered "appropriate" for readers outside (and some inside) the student
body. Well, let me put it this way.
Those who were granted the godly
permission to defme "appropriate"
did not live in the U.S. in 1994.
Furthermore, the Trail is to UPS
students as Arches is to UPS Administration. The Trail is not a newspaper for distribution to the conservative minded parents of prospective students. Whereas I encourage
prospective students to read the Trail
to gain an inside angle on the nature
of UPS student life, I do not believe
it is the Trail's responsibility to promote a perfect, "clean" newspaper
for those that the paper is not directed to.
Some conservative-minded students and others disagree with me.
Some students say that certain aspects of the Trail, such as the "Combat Zone," are offensive and immoral, and that Trail news reporting
is far too biased and liberal-minded.
Their claim comes from the fact that
they have traditionally been the authors of our Free Press. With the
addition of "modem liberalism" to
our vocabulary, which I might add
came about as a result of the realization and understanding of each others' differences, (thereby disclaiming an argument that ignoring fundamental differences is a "flaw" of
modem liberalism), our press authors are changing form. I believe
many people read far too much into
the intentions of news authors, and I
believe that many people succumb
their minds to the influence of mass
media in general. The idea of the
Free Press is so ingrained into the
minds of Americans that it has
reached the point of forgetting what
newspapers are: sources of news, no
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Gingrich and Republicans hide true
intentions behind hypocritical statements

newspapers, a bias in any one of •
several directions is simplyunavoidable.
For example, U.S. news authors
BY TODD STARKWEATHER
report on NAFTA to promote the
Opinions Editor
benefits to America, not the repercussions for Mexican peasants.
Newt Gingrich the Liberal? Or
Where the Trail is concerned, au- how about Newt Gingrich the quasithors write with a bias in favor of the liberal? Maybe Newt Gingrich the
students' sports activities, other moderate? None of these terms even
events or achievements and commu- remotely fit the political figure of
nity involvements, as opposed to the Newt Gingrich (R-GA), who will
heroes of the NBA and NFL In the assume the role of Speaker of the
larger picture, people are simply House during the next Congressional
making too big an issue as to what session. Even Gingrich himself
words are in print and which are not. would distance himself from any of
Wake up! Just take writing at face the aforementioned titles. Yet it
value. If you do not like it, then remains oddly curious that he made
ignore it. If it offends you, then feel a statement and plea which seemed
free to voice your opinion (in print, directed towards social liberals and
of course), and then let it go. Arguing moderates last week.
back and forth on paper is simply a
In what appeared to be an effort to
means of expressing opinions, which distance the Republican Party away
is what the Free Press is all about.
from the social conservatism of Pat
From this, I choose to personally Buchannan and Pat Robertson, he
commend the author of The Combat said that most gays and lesbians are
Zone. Sure, once in a while there decent citizens. This may seem like
exists a comment which makes me a huge jump into the modem social
turn up my nose, but then again, I world for a party which spent $18
have always hated the problematic million trying to elect Oliver North
terms like "Marxism" and "modem to a Senatorial position. But whether
liberalism. " They'rejustnot going to or not the plea is sincere or not, the
go away, are they? ( ..... DAMN!!!). motive for Gingrich giving such a
So there is nothing wrong with creat- speech is obvious. Gingrich coning a little humor at the expense of sciously made an effort to make the
the world's idiosyncrasies. After all, Republican party appear more inconsider feminism (in general) and clusive and appealing than it has
comic strips. The comic "Cathy" has been in the past.
beenforevermale-bashing. So, where
This statement, despite its supare all you offended conservative posed liberal position and indication
men hiding? if you are so offended of inclusiveness, carries some trouby the news of reporting of "Coming bling messages. While Gingrich can
Out Day" and "The Rail," shouldn't get away with saying that most gays
you be organizing amovement claim- are good, descent citizens, could he
ever get away with a statement like
ing prejudices against your increasingly marginalized group in U.S. "blacks, for the most part, are nice
society? Of course not. Why? Be- people" or "most Hispanic women
cause it's all just argumentative are not harmful." These hypotheti(whether subtle or blatant) words cal examples are only used to demthat somebody decided to print on onstrate the patronizing and demeanpaper to serve one or another pur- ing attitude used by Gingrich and
pose.
Republicans towards gays and lesbiOverall, I believe the Trail does a ans. Gingrich could never have used
wonderful job at creatively reporting a similar statement in addressing
what little news there may be around African-Americans, Chicanos,
campus. Stories concerning students, Asian-Americans or women.
Gays and lesbians do not need to
whether they focus on tradition (The
Rail) or modernity (the issues sur- be treated like pre-schoolers and told
rounding Coming Out Day), should that they are "good people." If the
continue to be printed with equal or Republicans were truly pro-gay, the
more vitality. Furthermore, I think fact that most of them are good people
The Combat Zone provides some should be a given and not need menwitty remarks that make one laugh at tioning. If Gingrich and the Repubthe world in general. I my opinion, it licans truly cared about gay issues,
is one way of keeping my sanity in then they would have discussed civil
the increasingly "liberal" world. rights for gays and lesbians, homoHence, the Trail (and the world) lives sexual marriages, adoption by homosexual couples and hate crimes
on!
against gays and lesbians.
Sincerely
Victoria Heilman

These issues were actually touched and housing? If Gingrich thinks that
upon by Gingrich. He mentioned gays and lesbians are "good" but not
that while gays are "good people" a deserving of these rights, I would be
family shouldnever be misconstrued interested in hearing his definition
as anything other than a heterosexual of "good."
couple with children. To put it anWhile I would disagree with any
other way, homosexuals should not anti-gay position, I could at least
have rights granted to heterosexu- understand an honest and forthright
als. Apparently Gingrich considers position on gay and lesbian issues.
gays "good people," but not quite The problem with Gingrich's stategood enough to be granted equality ment and position is that ithypocritiunder the law. Gingrich's statement cally asserts a pro-gay attitude while
would be analogous to saying "Afri- the Republican policies remain
can-Americans and Chicanos are strongly anti-gay. While I may ingood people, but they don't really sult and object to anti-gay sentiments,
deserve all that civil rights legisla- I object even more when those sention." timents are covered up with false
Whether they know it or not, andhypocritical statements. ifSoonGingrich and the Republicans de- to-be House Speaker Gingrich opvalue gays and lesbians when they poses and objects to gays and lesbirefuse to grant them the rights af- ans, he should say so honestly, inforded to heterosexuals. If gays and stead of trying to cover up his feellesbians are "good" shouldn't they ings with patronizing and demeanbe good enough to cany on a mo- ing remarks.
nogamous relationship and get marGingrich should ask himself how
ried? Shouldn't they also be good he would feel if prominent gays and
enough to raise and care for chil- lesbians said something to the effect
dren? Shouldn't they be protected of "Heterosexual males aren't half
from discrimination in employment bad."

POLITICIAN
OF TIlE WEEI(

Alan K. Simpson
Republican Senator
from Wyoming
With the Republican takeover of the Senate,
Simpson has chosen to run for the position of Senate
Majority Whip. He is in a tight contest with fellow
Republican Senator Trent Lott from Mississippi.
Simpson appears to have stronger connections to both
Republican moderates and Senate Democrats. In an
interview Simpson said that he was the candidate who
best understood the need to overcome what he called
Republicans' unfortunate "innate calling, an atavistic
desire to clobber themselves when they begin to give
each other the saliva test of purity." Mr. Simpson's
conservatism has a libertarian streak that supports
abortion rights. Lott opposes abortion rights. The
American Conservative Union gave Simpson a rating
of 88 percent. Simpson has already urged the likes of
Newt Gingrich "to cool their jets a bit."
(compiled from the New York Times)

question
XV
EEK
What is the last
thiog you would
want to do before
you die?

"The two of us would want to
have sex with Jason."

"I would want to know if there
is a cure for AIDS."

—Natalie Tanner & Christi
Packard, Sophomores

—Mary-Shannon Martin,
Sophomore

"Win the New York Marathon." "Have sex."
—My Nguyen, Freshman

—Melanie Ward, Freshman
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DEUS EX=MACHINA
BY SUNDOWN STAUFFER
Staff Writer

All my life I've pogostick-shilted
through extremes of stupidity and brilliance. I can only hope that my arrogance hasn't cost me too much. Ever
since I can remember, the bright snow
gi are of the coming century has borne
down upon my backwoods provincial
life. I still remember the snowfall and
the darkness of the year, the day I first
immersed mysellin theinitial antechamber of the hidden World. For me it starts
in 1982, with the movie ThON.
TRON was such a happy movie.
Happy enough to have entirely forgotten the enormous debt it owed to Fritz
Lang'sMe:ropolis.Theplotwasstraight-

forward. There is a great multinational
corporation called ENCOM. It delves
into industrial hardware, software brokerage, defense contracts, scientific r&d.
Technology is what we notice first here.
In the background we hear the steady
buzz of th cold war, nuclear tension,
and the arms race. In response, ardent
capitalism—conti 'cts, markets, foreign
investment—in sh 1, the Empire of the
Westas it was knosn in the 1980s. This
is still solid ground. Suddenly we are
taken with the technological overdrive
of capitalism's energy. Computers have
strange powers, jet fighter aircraft rule
the land and sky, video games lure kids
from the streets in rapt devotion, television screamsateverycorneroftheglobe.
It is 1982, and in two years the 1984
Olympics will penetrate every airwave
tangent to the planet. It is a time of great
hyperbole; the gratuity of technology
has generated crystalline children of its
own.

VIDEO GAMES. Why were video

games so popular at first? They synthesized life in an amazing new way. Even
back in their days of crudeness, 19791983, there was a nascent gleam, a shade
that ruminated, Someday You Will Not
Be Able To Distinguish Me From The
World. I Will Reprogram Everything. I
Will Claim It All. In the glowing screens
and tonic noises, there were signs of an
Apotheosis, linked with the genesis of a
new culture out of the wreckage of old
pop-icons and symbology. A bright restructuring afforded by the emancipated
Technologies of war.
THE EIGHTIES seemed like such a
new time. New cars, new president, new
weapons, new TV shows, new products;
new hopes and dreams. All pop culture
oftheearly '80s has that zeal, especially
early MTV. Here I Am, it says, The
Choice Of A New Generation; Your
Future.
Yes: a pure response to Johnny
Rotten's scream of destruction, "No future for you! No future for me!" They
destroyed it all, those early punks. When
examining the early days of punk rock,
you see how easily the modern world
was erased, wiped away. By 1979 the
punks had emptied America into the
Void. How and why? Check out Greil
Marcus, he knows more about it than
you'll ever read here. The point is: culture is only oppressive within an elaborate set of psychological shackles. Race,
class, gender: overrated. As soon as you
reject society you distance yourself from
all modes of oppression. The world can
be addressed; beaten. The hippies had
known this but lacked the destructive
intellect necessary. You can see the intimate knowledge of the sixties' failures
in Dan O'Neil's comic strip "Odd Rodkins." In one strip, two characters slogging along through a seemingly endless
rain. "How long has it been raining?"

"cyberspace" in his novel Neummancer,
which emerged a year or two before
TRON.
In TRON's computer world, there is a
struggle taking place that is part Marxist, part Sandanista. All the programs
walk around like human beings, and
have personality traits and quirks. They
have a mystery religion of sorts, the Cult
of the Users, believing that beyond the
bounds of their existence, there are beings called Users who created them and
gave them function. The MCP though, a
tyrant of management autocracy, denies
the existence ofthe Users, claiming control for himself. He abuses the autonomy
granted programs by their individual
and cooperative functions, sometimes
assimilating programs into his own
power base.
The Tron program is a political prisoner somewhere, when Flynn encounters him. The political prisoners are
forced to play video games until they
die. Tron and Flynn break out though,
and make their way towards the MCP.
Along the way, Flynn demonstrates some
miraculous powers granted him as a
User. In fact, the relationship between
Tron and Flynn is sort oflike that of St.
Paul and Jesus Christ Flynn sacrifices
himself at the end and Tron propagates
the Cult of the Users. There is also a
fairly religious scene involving an I/O
port and holy grail of sorts.
In the end, Tron destroys the MCP,
theCultoftheUsers isallowed to spread
and flourish; light returns to the system.
All are united in a dream of the twentyfirst century, free from the clutching
anachronisms of the archaic past. TRON
(the movie) proffered a vision of man
and machineunited in a modern workers
paradise, a healthy and productive symbiosis. The evil and fearful aggressions
of the past barbarism are safely recorded,
documented, stored, and disarmed.
They've been removed from the resourceful and promising world of the
new happy technological workplacein short, the world of the 1990s. In fact,
Journey even did a song for the
soundtrack called "1990s theme."
TRON is about transformation, transcendencethrough technology, the world
ofthecoming century. I compare TRON
to Shakespeare's Tempest. TRON may
have been insipid and contrived, but
look at its special effects. They're all
that matter. It is true that in this present
time when things like "plot" and "intelligent dialogue" are stifi considered important aspects of film, TRON falls a
little flat, I mean, it could have been
written by a machine. But given the
criteria for a good film, TRON obviates
the criteria. What you were supposed to
see was the money that went into it. As
SPACE AGE FAIRY TALE.
far as futurology goes, TRON wasn't at
TRON's plot is simple. There is a bad
all original, but what mattered was the
programmer, Mr. Dillinger, who stole
corporate sponsorship; that the ideas
some video game programs and therighthad financial backing. The script was
ful throne from a good programmer
cursory, a technicality. TRON was a
named Flynn. Flynn invades ENCOM
corporate vision of the future. TRON is
with his friend Alan. Alan has written a
a dream of the world under its new
security program—basically, a narcdominant organisms. In TRON, the corcalled Tron. Flynn tries to use this Tron
poration
spake, This I Give Unto You,
program to prove Dillinger's crimes.
Our MaintainenceCrew, By Which You
Then the MCP, using a deus ex machina
May Know Us In This, Our Time Of
(an unbelievable trick), converts Flynn
Transubstantiation.
into"pure electronic information," bringDISCO DRUG HELL. I think there
ing him down into the computer. He
may
be a parallel bew en the late sixties
finds himself in a strange allegorical
free jazz of Chicigo and the rise of
universe, aluminous shadowland of geostrange explorations in machine-tooled
metric razzle-dazzle. I think Plato would
electronic music in (ermany by
have flipped out over TRON; he would
Kraftwerk (circa 1969) and ther artists
have seen what his theory of the Forms
that form the roots of industrial music.
was like, had the Forms been sensible.
We can fast forward to the latter-end
It was another version of what William
Disco era, say 1983, when underground
Gibson saw as something called

asks the first "Too long," replies Bucky
Bug, the second. "Tell it to stop..." says
the first, unsentimentally. "Sure..." replies Bucky, "Stop, rain." And the rain
stops. Thesun comes out. Bifiowy clouds
are in the distance. "Thanks," says the
first. "Yer welcome," Bucky replies.
Then they look up in surprise.
It characterizes how at least one person felt about oppression during the
sixties. Looking back on it, it defines
exactly what the hippies could never do:
create a lasting global change. I think
punk rock did change the world. Punk
rock told the world to stop, and it did.
Punk was more like National Socialism
in that there could be no response to it.
Once you listened to certain great songs,
you could never go back to your tepid
tastes. Either itchanged you or it eluded
you. That was how punk rock killed the
world. Then the world came back to life.
It booted the backup disk. It reinvented itself. That was the lOs; new
wave. No wonder today's punks are
bitter! It's not nostalgia, exactly...
JUST A HACK. Back to our story.
ENCOM is run by an artificial intelligence called the Master Control Program (which talks with a German accent). It is a voracious demon which has
broken into and taken control of computer systems all over the world. In
doing so it has amassed large blocks of
power for itself, and vaguely threatens
something or other about being able to
run governments better than human beings. It characterized a number of old
beliefs about technology and what it
could do. The cold war comes into it
here, but mainly this is a pretty good
definition of a certain trendy paranoia
that was felt in the early '80s, a fear of
hackers. A younger generation was just
starting to assert its own abilities. The
paranoid delusion is that the young, or
the Russians, will seize power using
purloined technological skills. In a way,
it had already happened. There are tales
of the early phone phreakers from the
late '70s and early '80s, tales of a wily
bunch of Angelenos who went around
reshaping phone networks to their liking, forming early underground cornputerBBSs,callingsimilarphreakersall
over the world and rerouting the charges,
living like gods off stolen credit card
numbers... it didn't last long in the face
of corporate crackdown, but it was an
interesting time. I sometimes wonder
what happened to the computer underground since the massive civilian colonization of the "information highway."
It's easy to find angry young anarchists
bouncing around the net today, but I
wonder what the real underground is
like; if it still exists?
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danceparties started cropping up in Chi- projection we call "meaning," "the truth
cago warehouses. They were the fore- inside the lie." The truth is: all art rerunner of house, rave, and techno today. fleets power, all drugs reflect power
Industrial, ambient, house, techno, and relationships. The difference between
other genres all follow their indepen- who administers thedrugs and who takes
dent lineages thixugh the '80s, but the them says everything you ever nee
timelinesailconvergearound 1990when know about control.
theravescene was explodingpublicly in
Just like the occult, theultimatese
Los Angeles.
of art, writing, or drugs, is God. Bul
Usually when I encounterpeople corn- what God is, exactly, changes from era
mitted to the techno-dance scene, I con- to era. God is technology. God is powerfess that they remind me of pubescent ful. Power rules art. That is how art can
hippies more than anything else. A lot of change the world.
the good music, though, can be an aural
WRITER'S BLOCK. Writing is a
drug experience. The gestalt of the "drug art" All arts become "drug arts"
rhythm and pulse, the layers of ambient at the apex of their development. They
dimensions of sound, the call and re- have the ability to take us out of this
sponse action of beat-to-aural nerve-to- world and into one of their own, to
brain-to-body, the transmission of an restructure our thinking, and to impart
entire digitized planet straight into the dense clumps ofdata. I believeall "drug
brain, a satellite link to your receptors arts" are compressions of reality, or at
and axons... It unifies into a new kind of least, they once were. Today I'm not so
drug experience, basedprimarily on sen- sure that their functions are so simple.
sory and somatic conditioning, in addi- Things change at a certain plateau of
tion to psychoactive agents.
technological development, just as fuDrugs alter the body's sensory expe- sion occurs at a certain core density.
riences, varying it from the track of Drugs ofmany kinds areprevalent in the
sense-data we follow in everyday life. A world today. Distinctions between difpowerful drug can engender areality we ferent kinds of drugs lose their clarity.
would never experience outside of Coffee and beer are drugs, of course.
dreams. A drug always serves as a cats- Religion is a drug too, but only the
lyst, making us acquire an experience- psychedelic ones are illegal. Then there's
some special knowledge or edge—we television.
wouldn't otherwise have. Plato argued
TELEVISION is a drug of control.
in his dialogue, The Phaedrus, that Television relies on advertising for its
knowledge of his philosophical system,
the Forms, could be reproduced in the
mind of another through writing. Derrida
first pointed out that Plato used a dual
meaning of the Greek word for text,
pharmakon, which also has the meaning
ofa drug. Plato was able to codify him-

self—not his body, but his way of thinking—through writing. Writing is an artificial intelligence, a philosophical flight
trainer, a video game, a drug, a virtual
reality.
VIRTUAL LITE. When we speak of
VR, no matter how Sharper Image-ish
we sound, what we're actually addressing is a very old split in human con-

sciousness, a split manifested in religion, writing, and art. Virtual reality is
the psychic landscape: a realm of abstract constructions collated into a consensual confederacy. Plato's forms are
one version of it, the Hebrew Kabbalah
mysticism may be another. The Egyptians' version was demarcated by death,
and they developed an elaborate system

ofrelations and maneuvers on "the other
side," through funerary texts and symbolic art usable only for its "meaning,"
on the spirit plane. Their tombs were
like internet access sites! Descartes and

Leibniz developed other versions, increasing in complexity. From the seventeenth century onward it's more difficult to trace; it gets lost in new dimensions ofinternational finance structures,

psychoanalytical systems of thought,
explosions of science, power politics,
and art.
Art is a basic way of looking at virtual
reality. All art derives its structures from

the patterns and progressions of human
life. In certain ways it's a reflection, but
not symmetrical or static. It's a mutating
response-mechanism, a coefficient of
reality. The artistic drive may be erotic
in nature, or it may stem from an impulse
to insert "meaning" under sensible reality, to reevaluate reality in an inversion
of reality. Art is, in short, a subsidiary
abstraction of reality.
All art, all drugs, are materially pow-

erless. They require an interaction with
some human mind to generate their special terrains. Behind all art there is the

content, writing is just a sideline. Television is defined by what it advertises.

By now, television's technology of propaganda reaches heights that Goebbels

only dreamed of. It isn't fascism; it's
money. The real source ofpower here is
the corporate interest. Those interests
dictate messages to creative boards and
bullpens whose task it is to generate
catchy and good-looking TV vehicles.
The industry generates pop culture ad
nauseam from the highest levels of society to the lowest. There is an ecology of
pop culture; returns from the street are
fished up and used. Trends are studied

and manipulated. But at it's core, it is
power.
It is a dictation of power: You Will
Buy The Products, You Will Use Our
Services, You Will Follow Our Stnictures, You Will Ensure Our Continued
Existence. Not Because We Tempt You
With A Dangerous Option. Not Because
Your Powerful Speak To You Through
Us. NotBecauseOurTechnologiesColo- nize The World. Rather, The Option Is
No Option, It Is A Natural Course Of
Arrival Into This World. Rather, It Is
The World, Because We Speak To You
ThroughYourPowerful. Rather Because
The World Colonized You Through
Us—We Are Not Of Your Kind. We
Never Were.
—Television is the larynx.
SESAME STREET LIVE! I'm not

into regression; I suppose there may be
an alchemy of the streets, somewhere,
someplace, some time. Pop culture is
fun as hell, God help us. Nostalgia could
be our downfall. It's good to know what
drugs and their related technologies are.
Historyrules; freedom is psychological.
But I suppose we all see ourselves differently than others see us. Boredom is
stultifying. Artcan be so paralytic. Writing can be viral. It's healthy now and

then to return to the world at large; to
leave your couched existence; to ride the

freight trains while there's still a chance
left. In all the highways and wastes of
the world, it is utterly American to hope
for the road that takes you back home.
But in the end there is no home.
There is only the highway.

THE UPS PAGE
Celebrate Mistletoast with

Friday, Dece ber 2nd
The acapella sensations will
perfor at .12 noon
in the Great Hall
Sponsored by ASUPS Showcase and
Special Events
Campus Films Presents

Keanu Reeves

SPEED
Fri. & Sat., 7 and 9:30pm - Sun., 6 and 8:30pm, in MC003

THE BUTTWAD SCALE

Wevo '3ea,r 's ¶.IIRCSOtLLtiOTiS

(a.k.a. the bitter liberal's coping mechanism)
On a scale of 1-10
10=great big buttwad
5=moderate buttwad
1cIiminuthe buttwad (or closet Democrat)

Folks, 1995 is right around the corner. You know what that means—time to break out the
calligraphy pens, the fresh parchment, and start thinking self-improvement. As usual, The
Combat Zone has afew sample resolutions to get the juices flowing:

Lamar Alexander: 9.5

Reason: He just looks like a buttwad

I will refrain from all autoerotic activity until Fox's Party of Five is officially cancelled.
/

I promise to call my mother every Thursday morning and discuss the urbanization of
southern Manitoba.

James A. Baker III: 8

Reason: Sly bastard, but
he hates Quayle

I resolve to consume no fewer than 323 boxes of new Reese's Peanut Butter Puffs.
DickCheney: 9

Reason: Anyone who
worked under Bush must
be a buttwad

Twill stop categorizing talk show host Jerry Springer as the "white Jewish male Oprah."
I promise to donate my old Warrant tapes and Commodore 64 game cartridges to
FarmAid.

Bob Dole: 9

Reason: He's from Kansas,
for God's sake

I resolve to turn myself in for killing that juggler in Tulsa last summer.
I will stop referring to myself as "The Grand Wizard of Humanities."

Phil Gramm: 10

Reason: The Archbishop of
Buttwads

I will refrain from sacrificing canaries and wrens to appease my dungeon master, Lord
Melvin.

Jack Kemp:

.,.

I promise to seek professional help for my Cellar breadstick addiction.
I resolve to make "a tranquil night playing Scattergories" America's new national
pastime.

Need some keen ideas for Christmas gifts?
(If you thought the New Year's Resolutions were bad, wait till you read these)

Mother
*Roll of quarters
*New glass eye
*something wooden

Reason: My nephew has
better economic policies

..

.

Lynn Martin: 9

Reason: Called Robert
Reich a munchkin

I

..

. .

•..

Cohn Powell 8
Reason: All military
leaders are buttwads

Father
*50 square feet of Froot Roll-Ups
*pedicure kit w/ toenail polish
*some thing sticky

Dan Quayle: 10

.

Reason: Who needs
a reason to call Dan
Quayle a great big
buttwad?
Arlen Spector: 9.5

Brother
*New Julio Iglesias CD
*Th e Pagemaster boxers
*something that beeps

Reason: Attacks Anita
FIill ... and religious
conservatives

Sister
*Apple 11+ w/ 34 baud modem
*Couple cans of corned beef hash
*something in a size 16

William Weld: 5

Significant Other
*Handcu ffs and Vaseline
*Super .sjzed Extra Value Meal
*something practical

Aunt Patricia In Gresham, OR
*Subscription to Easy Rider magazine
*$100 in war bonds
*Something precooked

The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work and, as such,
has been set off from the rest of this paper. Resemblances to
any person, place, or part-time Santa without satirical intent are
strictly coincidental.
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Reason: Moderate
buttwad, only because
no one knows who the
hellheis
Pete Wilson: 9
Reason: He's got the
charisma of a
mountain goat

+
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But the sports section is okay
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